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ABSTRACT
This research examines the notions of journey, pause and composition through art
practice. It is led by two questions: how do journeys affect art practice? and how can
works of art tell the stories of journeys? The aim of this research is to explore these
questions through the process of making art while examining the relationship between
voluntary artist’s journeys and contemporary art practices.
This report, Let it Simmer over Summer: An artist’s journey, pause and composition, is a reflective
analytical account of an investigation guided by my own art practice between 2012 and
2015. This investigation is based on my experiences of travelling across continents
between 2008 and 2011. I create new artworks by composing footage made during my
travels. Composition, for me, is a way of reflecting my journeys by making art. This
report also examines works of art by Roni Horn, On Kawara and Koo Jeong A who
travel around the globe in developing their art practices.
This thesis makes its original contribution by creating a new body of artwork that
includes videos, sculptures and exhibitions. Through this process, the concepts of visual
rhyming and the audience’s journey are developed. This research, led by my own art
practice, contemplates the notions of journey, pause and composition as a way of
devising new ways of telling stories of the journeys using artworks.
This thesis consists of three components: 1) The Report, 2) The Artwork, and 3) The
Artist’s Book.
Key terms: journey, pause, composition, visual rhyming, the audience’s journey
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Mooning Monday, 2015, Solo Exhibition, Korean Cultural Centre UK, London
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Spooning the Moon, 2014, duration: 10 sec in loop, no sound
The Arctic isn’t Too Far from Her(e)., 2013, duration: 11:25
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ITINERARY
In this section, I will introduce the outline of my thesis. This thesis consists of three
components: 1) The Report, 2) The Artwork and 3) The Artist’s Book.

1) The Report
This section is an analytical and critical account of an investigation into the artist’s
journey in the context of contemporary art practice. It records an examination of my
own practice and related artwork. This report is structured in two parts: firstly, Part 1
Contextual Research: Artist’s journeys in contemporary art practice and secondly, Part 2
Practice-led Research: The composition of artwork.
In the Introduction, I introduce the key themes and questions of my research and the
methodologies used to explore them through my art practice.
Part 1 contextualises the idea of the journey, which is one of the key themes of this
research. It investigates the relationship between the artist’s journeys and their practices
in the context of contemporary art. I look at the work of Roni Horn, On Kawara and
Koo Jeong A who are early to mid-20th century born conceptual artists who travel
worldwide. I examine what travel and movement means for them and how their
experiences of being in different places, in particular overseas, inform their artworks.
The scope of this investigation is the artists’ voluntary travel since the mid-20th century.
Part 2 recounts how my art practice explores the research question. It records how I
study the key themes: journey, pause and composition through my art practice during
my PhD. In the process of developing the methodology of composition, I was influenced
by the works of the novelists Albert Camus and Milan Kundera. By discussing specific
examples from my artwork, I examine how the work of art can tell stories of journeys.
Additionally, I discuss the concept of visual rhyming and the audience’s journey that are
developed through the process of composing videos, sculptures and exhibitions.
In the Conclusion and Reflections, I summarise my discussion and I reflect on the
answers to the research questions that have been developed through my art practice.
Also, I include my thoughts on the next steps for the research.
12

The Afterword is composed of images without any text to suggest the direction of my
journey in the future. This cannot be described in words but could only be suggested
through images.
The Appendix section includes the project description of Minus Suitcase (2008-2011) and
the press release for the exhibitions Two Story Tower (2014) and Mooning Monday (2015).

2) The Artwork
The visual documentation of the art I produced during this research is contained in a
DVD, which can be found in a separate container. The list of work including videos,
sculptures and installations is included on the page 7 of this document.

3) The Artist’s Book
The Artist’s Book, which is a documentation of my studio practice, contains a collection
of essays and letters that I wrote during my research. This collection reflects the journey
of my research: the process of my studio practice, conversations, walks and encounters. If
the Report documents an exterior view of my research, the Artist’s Book records an
interior view of my research as a journey.

13

INTRODUCTION
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In this section, I introduce the key themes and questions of my research and the
methodologies by which I explore them through my art practice. The questions that this
research examines are: ‘how do journeys affect art practice?’ and ‘how can works of art
tell the stories of journeys?’ In answering them, I use composition as a practice-led
methodology.

Journey

Figure 1. Yva Jung, Minus Suitcase, 2008-2011, travelling project.

My research examines the notions of journey, pause and composition. I use my own art
practice and the works of related artists to explore these themes. Journey has informed
my practice since 2008. Before starting my PhD, I travelled to different places including
Montreal, Düsseldorf, Lagos and the Arctic Circle. During this period, I developed a
practice that is temporal, performative and interdisciplinary. The artworks that I made
during these journeys are: Minus Suitcase project (2008-2011),1 which is a portable art
exhibition carried in a single suitcase and the performances in the Arctic islands.
1

For detailed descriptions, see Appendix 1 of this document.
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Figure 2. Yva Jung, Private View of the Organic Opening, 2010, video stills.

Figure 3. Yva Jung, from a series: The High Angle of Repose (apple), 2011, photograph.

As I continued my art practice based on journeys, I developed the following questions:
How do journeys affect art practice?
How can works of art tell the stories of journeys?
These questions became the starting point for my PhD research.

16

Figure 4. Yva Jung, visual timeline of the work before the PhD, 2008-2011.
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Figure 5. Yva Jung, visual timeline of the work during the PhD, 2012-2016.

Pause and composition
In exploring these questions, I wanted to reflect on my own experience of journeys and
art practice as a primary basis for investigation. This led me to ‘pause’ my journeys.
Travelling had previously been a primary methodology; then I decided to pause, that is,
to stop myself from travelling in order to make art. Pause in my research is a condition
for investigating the notions of journey. Just as pause in Beckett’s drama is not negative
18

but a space for ‘an exploration of creative multiplicity’,2 pause in my research is a
generative and creative condition.3
During this pause, I made a number of works and exhibitions. I consider the process of
telling and reflecting on the experiences of journeys through the work to be a
composition. By composition, I refer to the process of creating narratives through art. In
the process of making videos, sculptures and exhibitions, the concepts of visual rhyming
and the audience’s journey are developed. By visual rhyming, I refer to using recurring
motifs that could form a sense of coherence. The concept of the audience’s journey is
born out of the process of making exhibitions while examining how the audience will
move through the space of the exhibition and how the journey of the audience will
inform the narrative of the exhibition.
The subject of journey that this thesis explores is not limited to physical travel but refers
to more open forms of travel. Reading Siddhartha4 by Hermann Hesse and Yukma5 by
Kim Dong-Rhi helped my thinking around these other possible forms of journey such as
‘inner journey’ or ‘mental journey’. The main protagonist in the novel Siddhartha goes on
a lifelong journey in order to find his true self. The boy in the novel Yukma who was born
in a curse to be a nomad, finds his true self on the path to the unknown when he
embarks on a journey.
My practice investigates the notion of journey, rather than travel, because journey
implies forms of travel in the context of the everyday. The origin of the word ‘journey’
comes from the Old French journée: ‘day, a day’s travel, a day’s work’, which reflects the
everyday context of the word.6 On the other hand, travel refers to the factual or difficult
condition of travels, as its origin comes from Middle English travail meaning ‘painful or
laborious effort’ which implies difficulties of journeys.7 As the word journey comes from
the context of everyday, the journey that this research investigates indicates a process or
path of self-reflection through travelling.

Pia Brinzeu, ‘“WITHOUT A WORD”: PAUSES IN BECKETT’S DRAMA’, Samuel Beckett
Today / Aujourd’hui, 2 (1993), 229–34 (p. 231).
3 In a book Syncope: The Philosophy of Rapture (1994), Catherine Clément explores the notions of
pause and interval.
4 Hermann Hesse, Siddhartha (London: Penguin, 2008).
5 Dong-Rhi, Kim, Yukma (Korea: Baekmin, 1947). Dong-Rhi, Kim, ‘The Post Horse Curse’, Korea
Journal, 29.11 (1989), 53–62. (English Translation).
6 Oxford Dictionaries, ‘Journey’ (Oxford University Press)
<http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/english/journey> [accessed 26 July 2013].
7 Oxford Dictionaries, ‘Travel’ (Oxford University Press)
<http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/english/travel> [accessed 26 July 2013].
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Contextual research and influence
The questions that have guided this thesis are firstly ‘how do journeys affect art
practice?’ and secondly, ‘how can works of art tell the stories of journeys?’ In exploring
the first question about the relationship between journey and art practice, I look at
examples of artists who travel around the globe for artistic exploration. The scope of this
investigation is voluntary overseas travel since the mid 20th century, rather than the
experiences of forced exile or refugee, because I intend to focus on the current impact of
travel on contemporary art practice. A further reason for the scope of this research is to
reflect my own experiences of journey and making art abroad since 2008. The artists I
investigate are Roni Horn, On Kawara and Koo Jeong A, who have travelled
internationally to make their artworks. I chose these three artists in the course of the
research as I find their practices helpful in investigating the relationship between
different conditions of travel and practice. Horn’s practice is based on her relationship
with one particular place: Iceland. Unlike Horn, for Kawara, the specificity of the
location loses its meaning due to his trips to more than one hundred places. Koo’s
preferred biography reads ‘lives and works everywhere’,8 indicating that she does not
wish to be attached to a specific location. Koo temporarily lives in a gallery for her work.
Although I identify other artists such as Bas Jan Ader, Francis Alÿs, Marcus Coates,
Simon Faithfull and Richard Long who travel to make art, I confine my investigation to
Horn, Kawara and Koo in order to have in-depth discussion on the different conditions
and predicaments of international travel and on how these different aspects of travel
influence art practice. The detailed discussion is included in Part 1 of this document.
In exploring the second question of how the works of art tell stories of journeys, I
compose artworks through media including video and sculpture, and also exhibitions in
order to explore how the work of art or an exhibition can reflect experiences of journeys.
The notion of composing narratives is influenced by the novelists Albert Camus and
Milan Kundera. Additionally, in developing the concept of composing an exhibition and
constructing a space of display, the articles by Germano Celant and Christian NorbergSchulz informed my thinking. The discussion on the idea of composition is found in Part
2.

See the footnote 9 in Raymond, Yasmil, ‘A Plea for the Senses’, in Koo Jeong A: Constellation
Congress (Yale University Press, 2012), pp. 42–55 (p. 46).
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PART 1

Contextual Research: Artist’s journeys
and contemporary art practice

21

This section provides the context of the journey, which is one of the key themes of this
research. It investigates the relationship between the artist’s journeys and their practices
in the context of contemporary art.

Introducing contextual research
The mobility of artists across national borders is a crucial component in understanding
contemporary

art

practice.

Geared

by

accessible

means

of

transport

and

communication, many artists are able to travel around the world to exhibit, collaborate,
research, and experiment or to be inspired.9 Since the mid-20th century, there have been
an increasing number of programmes that support artists to travel. Councils and
foundations, such as Canada Council for the Arts,10 Arts Council Korea11 and Jerome
Foundation,12 provide funding for artists to travel and to participate in international
Artist-in-Residence programmes. The form of artists’ residencies has developed in
Europe in the late 19th and early 20th century. By the late 1980s and 90s, artists’
residencies became international and artists around the globe were able to take part.
Since the start of the 21st century, the phenomenon of artists’ residencies grew rapidly
due to cheap travel and accessible ways of communication through the internet and
social media. 13 According to Res Artis, which is a global network of artist residency
programmes, there are currently over 500 centres in over 70 countries that provide
artists’ residencies.14 These programmes, mostly of temporary duration, provide studio
space for artists to research, develop their artistic practices and network with other
artists. In addition to the growth of artists’ residencies, other forms of temporary
residencies emerged such as nomadic projects or interdisciplinary workshops.15
The mobility of artists is not only enabled by funding or artists’ residencies, but also by
affordable means of travel. According to The International Air Transport Association, the
number of global passengers will increase to 3.6 billion in 2016 which is approximately
European Union, ‘A Short Essay on Residencies’ Origins and Developments’, in Policy Handbook
on Artists’ Residencies (EUROPEAN AGENDA FOR CULTURE (European Union, 2014), pp. 69–70.
10 ‘The Canada Council for the Arts’, Travel Grants to Professionals in the Visual Arts
<http://canadacouncil.ca/council/grants/find-a-grant/grants/travel-grants-to-professionals-inthe-visual-arts> [accessed 4 November 2012].
11 ‘Arts Council Korea’, Grant for Artist in Residence Abroad Program, Grant for International Exchange of
Arts and Culture <https://www.arko.or.kr/english/programs/activ01.jsp> [accessed 2 November
2012].
12 ‘Jerome Foundation’, Travel and Study Grant Program <http://www.jeromefdn.org/apply/travelstudy)> [accessed 4 November 2012].
13 European Union.
14 Res Artis, ‘Res Artis’ <http://www.resartis.org/en> [accessed 18 September 2013].
15 Examples include: The Triangle Artists' Workshop and Doug Aitken's project Station to Station,
2013.
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800 million more than the 2.8 billion air passengers of 2011.16 The borders of European
countries are especially permeable due to the Schengen Agreement, a treaty that
eliminated border checks and led to the visa free Schengen Area. This Schengen Area
consists of 22 countries including France, Germany, Italy and Spain which allows their
residents to cross borders freely without border control.17
Despite the recent increase of artists’ mobility, there are artists who refuse to and are not
permitted to travel. For example, Tino Sehgal refuses unnecessary air travel because he
is against the technology that supports excessive speed.18 On the other hand, there are
artists who are unable to travel because of visa restrictions,19 or in some cases, artists are
unable to travel because their native countries restrict travel abroad. One of the most
notorious examples is Chinese artist, Ai WeiWei who was unable to travel to the USA
for his own opening at the Hirshhorn Museum because his government confiscated his
passport.20
In this section I will discuss how experiences of travel inform contemporary art practice
and how notions of travel are manifested within artworks. For this, I will use examples of
specific artworks by Roni Horn, On Kawara and Koo Jeong A who travel
internationally. They are mid-20th century born conceptual artists for whom travel is an
important component in understanding their practices. Roni Horn, an American artist
who visits Iceland every year for self-reflection, incorporates doubles, pairings or
mirroring in her photographs and installation. Reflecting her recurring visits to the same
island, she made a series of paired or identical objects inviting the audience to look at
IATA, ‘Airlines to Welcome 3.6 Billion Passengers in 2016’, The International Air Transport
Association (IATA), 2012 <http://www.iata.org/pressroom/pr/pages/2012-12-06-01.aspx>
[accessed 28 November 2015].
17 Some of the countries such as Belgium, France, Germany, Norway, and Sweden have
reintroduced border controls temporarily because of possible threats. For more information, see
European Commission, ‘Temporarily Reintroduced Border Controls’, European Commission, 2016
<http://ec.europa.eu/dgs/home-affairs/what-we-do/policies/borders-andvisas/schengen/reintroduction-border-control/index_en.htm> [accessed 5 March 2016].
18 For more information see Frost, Andrew, ‘Tino Sehgal: This Is So Contemporary’, Australia
Culture Blog, 2014 <http://www.theguardian.com/artanddesign/australia-cultureblog/2014/feb/06/tino-sehgal-this-is-so-contemporary-review> [accessed 24 January 2015];
Lubow, Arthur, ‘Making Art Out of an Encounter’, 2010
<http://www.nytimes.com/2010/01/17/magazine/17seghal-t.html> [accessed 24 January
2015].
19 Read Gardner, Lyn, ‘Access Denied: How Fortress Britain Is Blocking Cultural Exchange’,
Theatre Blog, 2010 <http://www.theguardian.com/stage/theatreblog/2010/sep/06/fortressbritain-blocking-cultural-exchange> [accessed 24 January 2014]; Free Word, ‘Why Do We Deny
Visas to so Many Artists Visiting the UK?’, 2013
<https://www.freewordcentre.com/projects/reframe> [accessed 24 November 2015].
20 For more information see the following:
Gopnik, Blake, ‘Chinese Hold Ai WeiWei’s Passport, Denies Access to Art Opening’, 2012
<http://www.thedailybeast.com/articles/2012/10/08/chinese-hold-ai-weiwei-s-passport-deniesaccess-to-art-opening.html> [accessed 24 January 2014].
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each piece in relation to the other. On Kawara is a Japanese artist who travelled across
Europe and the USA and recorded his days – his daily reading, walking or encountering
– but most importantly, the passing of time. Koo Jeong A, a South-Korean artist who
lives and works between Berlin and London, uses precarious materials such as dust or
crushed tape in her installations; the choice of her materials reflects her position as a
temporary resident. Although their experiences of travel are similar, the methods they
use in reflecting and responding vary.

Scope of research
In examining the links between art practice and international travel, for the purpose of
this research, I limit my investigation of artists’ movement to ‘voluntary travel’ as
opposed to ‘forced removal’ or ‘exile’. This thesis is not an investigation of traumatic
dislocation and forced displacement. This thesis does not concern the discussion around
exile, displacement, globalism and post-colonial studies.21 Rather, my thesis looks at
different conditions of the artists’ sought-after journeys and how these inform art practice
in the context of contemporary art.
In addition to Horn, Kawara and Koo, there are a number of other artists for whom
travel is a primary concern in their practice. The artists include Bas Jan Ader, Francis
Alÿs, Simon Faithfull, Marcus Cotes and Richard Long. Although I find relevance to my
work in these artists, I confine my research to the work of Horn, Kawara and Koo in
order to look at the different motivations and conditions of international travel and how
these different aspects affect art practice.

Horn’s travel

The American artist Roni Horn (born 1955) is a recurrent tourist. She has been
travelling to Iceland since 1975. Her works – photographs, drawings, objects and books
– are based on her relationship to the place. For Horn, ‘Iceland is the place where I have
the clearest view of myself and my relationship to the world.’22 Horn visits Iceland, not
just because she is drawn to its landscapes, but to seek ‘a self-knowledge through direct
21 Notions of exile, displacement, globalism and post-colonial studies have been explored by
artists and theorists such as Trinh T. Minh-ha, TJ Demos, Hal Foster and Okwui Enwezor.
22 Howard, Jan, ‘Inner Geography Interview with Jan Howard (extract) 1994.’, in Roni Horn,
Contemporary Artists (London: Phaidon, 2002), pp. 102–15 (p. 102).
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encounters with a particular place’.23 Horn explains her idea of ‘using nature as a mirror
and measure’ and how her experience of being in the island provides accurate reflection
of her identity.24

[Image removed for copyright reasons]

Figure 6. Roni Horn, Pair Object III: For Two Rooms, (Detail), 1988, two solid forged and machined
copper forms 17 inches diameter tapering to 12 inches diameter over 35 inches with ⅝ convexity
at small end, courtesy of Galerie Lelong.

Her search for identity and her recurring relationship with the island can be observed in
her use of mirroring, doubling and pairing in her work. Horn’s work could be seen as
‘the exploration of one kind of experience through another’.25 In Pair Object III: For Two
Rooms (1988), she installs a set of two identical objects in two different rooms while
including the space between the objects as part of the composition.26 For Horn, ‘[t]he
concept of the pair is that of inclusion’ which acknowledges the space between the works
and the viewers.27 Another example of Horn’s use of pairing and mirroring can be found
in a series of photographs You Are the Weather (1994-1996). Over two years, she created a
series of close-up photographs of the same woman that consists of 100 images. Fifteen
years later, she photographed the same woman again, using the same form, which then
she titled: You are the Weather, Part 2 (2010-2011). While her paired objects questions the
identity of the piece through the spatial gap between the works, space and the viewers,
her photographic series examines the identity of the subject through temporal
displacement.

23 Cruz, Amada, ‘Similar Things in Different Forms’, in Earths Grow Thick (Columbus, OH:
Wexner Center for the Arts, The Ohio State University, 1996), pp. 85–90 (p. 89).
24 Howard, Jan, p. 102.
25 Fox, Judith Hoos, ‘“Matrices/Intersections” R. By Bell Hooks. Columbus:’, in Earths Grows
Thick (Ohio: Wexner Center for the Arts, The Ohio State University, 1996), pp. 71–76 (p. 73).
26 Thomson, Mimi and Roni Horn, ‘Roni Horn by Mimi Thompson’, in BOMB Magazine, Art:
Interview (New Art Publications, 1989), XXVIII <http://bombmagazine.org/article/1210/ronihorn> [accessed 26 November 2012].
27 Kersting, Hannelore. and Horn, Roni, ‘Interview with Roni Horn’, in Things Which Happen
Again (Mönchengladbach: Städtisches Museum Abteiberg, 1991), p. no page number.
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Figure 7. Roni Horn, You are the Weather, 1994–5, 64 C-prints and 36 gelatin-silver prints 100
parts, each: 255 x 205 mm Courtesy: The artist and Hauser & Wirth Zürich London.

As Horn repeatedly visits Iceland, she returns to the same image or subject by using a
pair or double. Through creating the paired or identical work, Horn reflects her
recurring relationship with the place and her search for the self-reflection. As she
continues her visit over three decades, it appears that she deliberately chose to be an
outsider, rather than moving to Iceland, in order to keep a distance in between two
locations: home and another place. In order for Iceland to stay as ‘another’ place, there
needs to be a distance: both temporal and spatial. Similarly, this necessity of distance
exists in creating a pair form – without an interval, there is no pair or series. Her
intention to include a space between objects as part of her work is her way of recognising
the potential of that interval space as she describes a manner of repetition: ‘the possibility
of new points of view’. 28 By carefully deciding spatial distance between works, she
considers a possibility of empty space and how this will shape the viewers’ experience.
The work born out from her continual visits to Iceland is a slow manifestation.29 Horn
withholds herself from responding to the new environment and allows a gradual process
of ‘acculturation’.30 When she first stayed in Iceland for a few months in 1979, she
avoided photographing the landscape in order to ‘just be there’.31 It was not until 1988
that she started to work with a camera in Iceland.32 She explains the process:
To be capable of simply being in Iceland and no more is an achievement. On that first visit
Iceland was still a fantasy to me, still too unknown […] It took months just to get past this
veneer of sensationalism and picture-postcard possibilities.33

Horn, Roni, ‘Among Essential Furnishings’, in Earths Grows Thick (Columbus, OH: Wexner
Center for the Arts, The Ohio State University, 1996), pp. 77–84 (p. 79).
29 Neri, Louise, ‘Survey’, in Roni Horn, Contemporary Artists (London: Phaidon, 2000), pp. 28–75
(p. 32).
30 ibid., p. 32.
31 ibid., p. 109.
32 ibid., p. 109.
33 ibid., p. 109.
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In reflecting her own relationship with the island and her experiences of travel, Horn
looks at the poems and letters of Emily Dickinson, who never left home.34 Locking
herself into her room, Dickinson created over 1,700 poems. Horn describes Dickinson’s
travel:
In her letters she said she travelled when she closed her eyes, and that she went to sleep as
though it were a country. […] Dickinson shut her eyes and went places this world never
was.35

[Image removed for copyright reasons]

Figure 8. Roni Horn, Man at hot spring, 1990, Strútur, Iceland, from To Place: Pooling Waters, #IV
(Verlag der Buchhundlung Walther König, Köln, 1994), collection of the artist © Roni Horn.

Horn travelled to Iceland ceaselessly while ‘Dickinson stayed home, insistently’.36 While
Horn chose to stay in Iceland temporarily, Dickinson chose to stay home voluntarily.
Horn explains that, through reading Dickinson, she could have a clear understanding of
what Iceland meant for her and why she returned there. As Horn describes Iceland as
being ‘a perfect complement’ to her native home, New York, 37 Dickinson’s travels,
which took place inside her imagination, seem to form a perfect mirror for Horn when
she reflects on the persistence of her returns to Iceland: ‘Dickinson stayed home to get at
the world […] And I come to this island to get at the very centre of the world’.38
In Horn’s work I relate to her use of pairing, mirroring and series. Also, I am intrigued
by her concern for the experiences of the viewers and how she incorporates a space
between objects. In a similar way, I use recurring motifs to compose my works and
examine how the location of the work could influence the experiences of the audience.
While Horn creates pieces that are identical or paired, I explore the same set of motifs in
various forms, for instance, video, photograph or sculpture. Additionally, I relate to
Horn’s gradual process of reflecting her experiences of travel since this research takes
34 Roni Horn, ‘When Dickinson Shut Her Eyes’, in Roni Horn, Contemporary Artists (London:
Phaidon, 2000), pp. 96–99 (p. 96).
35 ibid., p. 96.
36 Horn, ‘When Dickinson Shut Her Eyes’, p. 96.
37 Howard, Jan, p. 102.
38 Horn, ‘When Dickinson Shut Her Eyes’.
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place during pauses. By pausing my journeys, I deliberately create a space for reflection
that could allow for the ideas to be matured.39

Kawara’s travel

The Japanese artist On Kawara (1932-2014) travelled around the world continuously
from 1959. Kawara’s exploration on the theme of movement, time and temporality is
informed by his experiences of travel. As Kawara identified himself as a ‘tourist’ it is
significant to examine how Kawara’s journey had influenced his art practice.40
Kawara was thirteen years old when the atomic bombs were dropped in Japan in
1945.41 Deeply affected by the bombings, he refused to study and started distancing
‘himself [from the world] within his immediate family’.42 After graduating from school
he went to Tokyo in 1951. There he devised an intensive reading programme for himself
reading voraciously in a bookstore in Shinjuku.43 It was through meeting friends made in
the bookstore that Kawara made a decision to work as an artist.44 Since then he made a
number of paintings and drawings using oil, ink, pen and pencil.45 Kawara, at the age of
twenty-one, received a considerable amount of attention from the Japanese art scene.
This attention was not something that Kawara was happy about. The unwanted
attention, together with the restriction and isolation that he felt towards his native
country, led him to leave Japan for Mexico in 1959.46
It is interesting to see why he went to Mexico. He did not go there because he had a
strong desire to explore Mexico’s local art world or cultural heritage; Kawara was only
able to go there because his father worked as the director of a Japanese engineering
company in Mexico. At that time, travel abroad was restricted for the Japanese, but
because his father officially invited Kawara, he was able to go to Mexico.47 During his
The notion of pause is explored further in the page 41 of this document.
Jonathan Watkins, ‘Survey: Where “I Don’t Know’ Is the Right Answer’, in On Kawara
(London: Phaidon Press, 2002), pp. 40–109 (p. 54).
41 ibid., p. 48. The first atomic bomb was dropped in Hiroshima on 6 August 1945. Three days
later, the second atomic bomb hit Nagasaki. Japan’s Emperor announced the country’s surrender
in World War II on 15 August 1945.
42 Watkins, p. 48.
43 Kawara’s reading includes European philosophy, political and psychoanalytical theory. See
ibid., p. 48.
44 ibid., p. 48.
45 Kawara’s painting includes: The Bathroom (1953-54) and The Butcher’s Wife (1952).
46 Watkins, pp. 52–53.
47 ibid., p. 53.
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stay, Kawara was more fascinated by observing everyday life than visiting tourist
attractions. He realised that the way that the Mexicans perceived time is very different
from that of the Japanese. For instance in Japan, it was very rare to find delays on the
railway, but in Mexico, trains were often delayed, sometimes even by days. This
contrasting understanding of time which Kawara was able to experience as a result of his
travel, had a deep influence on his works. In the essay, Where ‘I Don’t Know’ Is the Right
Answer, Jonathan Watkins noted that:
This ‘relativity’ of time, the idea that even the perception of time might be culturally
determined, made a deep impression on the artist who was, within ten years, going to make
Date Painting and other works concerned essentially with temporality.48

Kawara’s experiences of travelling led him to realise how perception of time can vary
depending on culture.

Impact of Kawara’s travel
Kawara’s incessant travels around the world informed his practice and his definition of
art. After staying in Mexico from 1959 until 1962 he travelled to New York and then to
Paris. He made a trip to see Toledo, a city known for its mix of art and philosophy, and
Christian and Islamic traditions. As a child of a family who had different beliefs in
Shinto, Buddhism and Christianity, Kawara wanted to understand ‘the essential nature
of his situation’.49 However, his breakthrough as an artist did not take place in Toledo,
rather on his way there.50 He made an unplanned stop at Altamira and saw prehistoric
cave paintings. Kawara realised that these paintings, although made without any artistic
intention and based on observations of everyday life, made a direct appeal to him despite
a distance in time of thousands of years.51 From here he drew a conclusion that anyone
can make art out of anything.52
Kawara’s realisation that art can be made out of anything by anyone seemed to provide
freedom to Kawara in defining what art could be. This affected Kawara’s later drawings,
which seem to consider art as part of human experience rather than a representation of
them.53 In the midst of a high level of attention to Pop Art and Abstract Art popularised
by the works of artists such as Andy Warhol, Roy Lichtenstein and Robert

ibid., p. 53.
Watkins, p. 54.
50 ibid., p. 54.
51 ibid., p. 55.
52 ibid., p. 55.
53 ibid., p. 55.
48
49
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Rauschenberg, Kawara tried to develop his own ‘form of expression appropriate to his
own predicament’.54
In the series of I Got Up, I Read, I Met, and I Went, Kawara recorded his everyday
activities in four parts: waking up, reading, meeting and being out and about from 1968
to 1979. 55 Each day he wakes up, records the time that he got out of his bed and sends
out postcards with a stamped message: I Got Up. He reads and records what he read: I
Read. He goes out, meets people, comes back and extends his listing: I Met and I Went.
During these eleven years he made Date Paintings, an oil painting of the date of the day
that the painting was made.56 At times, he sends out telegram to his friends, collectors or
colleagues with a message that read: I AM STILL ALIVE. 57 Kawara’s gesture of
recording each day’s waking up, meetings, readings, walking and recognition of the date
– no matter how trivial it may seem – is a part of human experience. Through making
his art, Kawara explores time and temporality on each and everyday.

[Image removed for copyright reasons]

Figure 9. On Kawara, Telegram to Sol LeWitt, February 5, 1970, from I Am Still Alive, 1970–2000.
telegram, 14.6 x 20.3 cm, LeWitt Collection, Chester, Connecticut.

Implicit and explicit reflection on Kawara’s travels
It is interesting to consider how Kawara’s I Got Up, I Read, I Met, and I Went reflects his
experiences of journeys. The textual or numerical information of the work (address of
the sender, marks on the map, the dates when they were painted) gives factual
information. We know where he was, who he met, what he read, who he sent out his
postcards or telegrams to. However, this does not give any clues to his personal
ibid., p. 54.
For I Got Up, Kawara marked the time he got up on postcards and sent them to various people
he knew. For I Went, Kawara recoded his movements onto photocopied maps. As for making I
Met, he made a list of the names of people he encountered each day. For more information, see
Anne Wheeler, ‘Works’, in On Kawara—Silence (New York: Guggenheim Museum, 2015), pp.
108–48.
56 Anne Wheeler, ‘Today, 1966-2013’, in On Kawara—Silence (New York: Guggenheim Museum,
2015), pp. 74–97.
57 Anne Wheeler, ‘I Am Still Alive’, in On Kawara—Silence (New York: Guggenheim Museum,
2015), pp. 148–57.
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experiences during his travels. We could get a better sense of his status through his
telegram I Am Still Alive, but this does not give specific information of what his
experiences were at each locations. All we can gather is that he repeated the same
actions (getting up, reading, meeting, sending out postcards etc) every day and recorded
each action every day until his stamps were stolen.58

[Image removed for copyright reasons]

Figure 10. On Kawara, I Went, 1968–79, clothbound loose-leaf binders with plastic sleeves and
inserted printed matter, twenty-four volumes, 29.2 x 29.8 x 7.6 cm, collection of the artist.

While Kawara was travelling ceaselessly, I wonder if his repeated gesture of marking and
recording became his tool to understand himself. Throughout his incessant travels (while
he was going through changes of locations) the only thing that could remain consistent
was his routine: the daily gesture of marking and recording his action or the date.
Kawara described his Date Painting as ‘a form of meditation, a routine conducive to the
loss of ego and distractions […]’.59 No matter where he was what he was interested in
was not the particularity of the site but daily bearing of time.
Similarly to Kawara, who travelled not because of the specificity of the location but
because of a specific condition as a tourist, I travelled in order to position myself in a
new environment. However, his motive for leaving his native country differs from mine.
Kawara left Japan to escape from the aftermath of the war and unwanted artistic fame.
On the other hand, I left South Korea in order to be exposed to a new foreign
environment, not to escape from my homeland. What drove Kawara to leave his
homeland was distress; what appealed to me to go abroad was curiosity. This
biographical difference between Kawara’s and my art practice is reflected on the level of
exposition of the artist’s presence and the artist’s intention to communicate with the
public. Kawara refused any formal biography or interview requests,60 whereas my text

Kawara decided to stop his series when his rubber stamps were stolen. The rubber stamps that
he was making the series of I Met, I Got Up and I Went with were stolen from him in a bank on a
trip to Stockholm. See Wheeler, ‘Works’, p. 120.
59 Watkins, p. 82.
60 Phaidon, ‘Make a Date with On Kawara’, Phaidon, 2012
<http://uk.phaidon.com/agenda/art/articles/2012/january/04/make-a-date-with-onkawara/> [accessed 27 February 2013].
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(for example, the Artist’s Book) is based on my attempt to communicate my art practice,
biographical background, and the process of making art with the audience.

Koo’s in between places

[Image removed for copyright reasons]

Figure 11. Koo Jeong A, Sans titre, 2001, collection Musée National d’Art Moderne, Centre
Pompidou, néon, plastique, papier, métal, 300 x 500 cm.

Koo Jeong A was born in 1967 in Seoul and went to Paris in 1991 where she studied at
the École des Beaux-Arts. Since then, she has divided her time between London and
Berlin. She describes her status as ‘lives and works everywhere.’ 61 Based on this
biography, it seems clear that she hesitates to belong to any particular country. She
describes her nomadic life:
It is very stimulating to be one day in German space, another day in British space and you
get different foods and different worlds; you also get the other cities between them. I truly
love this experience of not belonging to geography, of being in between.62

Her living condition – choosing to move between places without residing in a particular
place – affected her method of developing the theme of house and her use of materials.
Since she is deprived of a house, the idea of habitation has become a recurring motif for
Koo. 63 When she was asked about the meaning of house, she explained:
When you are away from a house, you see more houses; it is like when you are not breathing
at all for a minute, you think just to breathe; it is something to make it extreme.64

See the footnote 9 in Raymond, Yasmil, p. 46.
Jeong-a Koo and Kim, Sunjung, ‘Koo Jeong-A, Interview with Sunjung Kim’, in Your Bright
Future: 12 Contemporary Artists from Korea (Houston: Museum of Fine Arts, Houston, 2009), pp. 137–
39 (p. 139).
63 Raymond, Yasmil, p. 46.
64 Koo, Jeong-a and Kim, Sunjung, p. 138.
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She deals with the theme of habitation by turning a gallery into a temporary settlement.
Since the late 1990s, for some of her solo shows, she proposed to live in a gallery during
the period of installation. In her solo project at 16, rue Etienne Marcel, Mousse a Vos
Mesures (1995) and Armoire du pull-over (1996), she turned her apartment into a viewing
space.65 In 1998, at the Walker Art Centre in Minneapolis, she made a shelter in the
corner of the gallery, where she hid herself. When the shelter was de-installed, she had
filled the corner with papier-mâché, which she titled Humpty Dumpty.66 In the following
year, for her solo show at Yvon Lambert in Paris, she created a series of interventions
using small objects while living in a gallery. Each intervention became an installation
entitled Abstract House.67 In 2002, for another solo show entitled: 3355 at the Wiener
Secession in Vienna, she locked herself in a gallery space for twenty-four hours and
created the residue of her presence.
The materials she uses in her installation reflect her immediate surroundings as well as
her temporary settlement. As Sophie Berrebi observes, her work creates ‘an atmosphere
of inhabited space rather than an impersonal gallery.’ 68 While responding to her
‘immediate conditions - material, spatial, and sensorial’, Koo uses precarious and fragile
materials such as dust, small rugs, or cigarettes.69 She describes her choice to use almost
invisible materials:
As an artist, I am invited to lots of different places, museums, and other exhibition venues.
These spaces are not used for habitation or as clean offices; they are dedicated only to
artwork […] Sometimes they bought for me some food or paper paste, and I used it all to
make art.70

Although she uses banal objects, there is an ‘out of place’ quality in her work. In The
Land of Ousss (2002), which is a word that she invented, it is a fictional land with its own
place and people.71 According to the artist, ‘Ousss is between a place and a nonplace.’72
The language in Ousss is deliberately incomprehensible and her installations are

See footnote 6 in Raymond, Yasmil, p. 43.
Guggenheim Collection, ‘Koo Jeong-A’, Guggenheim Collection Online
<http://www.guggenheim.org/new-york/collections/collectiononline/artists/bios/4732/Koo%20JeongA> [accessed 20 October 2014].
67 Raymond, Yasmil, p. 43.
68 Berrebi, Sophie, ‘Koo Jeong-A’, Frieze Magazine, Review, 1999
<http://www.frieze.com/article/koo-jeong> [accessed 5 October 2014].
69 Raymond, Yasmil, p. 46.
70 Koo and Kim, Sunjung, p. 138.
71 Koo, Jeong-a and Kim, Sunjung, p. 138.
72 ibid., p. 138.
65
66
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hidden.73 By creating the word and place that does not belong anywhere, Koo reflects
her chosen status as a nomad.

Living in between
It seems that Koo’s concern with being between places and her interest in creating nonplaces originated from her experience as an emigrant. Her voluntary choice to be in
between place appears to be a conscious decision that enables her to be flexible, openended and to sustain curiosity. Her attitude of being open and spontaneous could be
seen in her statement, composed in both French and English:
fusion synergique
master plan flexible
curiosités sans fin 74

Yasmil Raymond interprets Koo’s working method as following:
Her involvement, which often consists of long hours spent carefully arranging elements and
composing spatial demarcations, is akin to the writing of a haiku, where the separation of
each syllable prompts pauses and reflections between each word.75

[Image removed for copyright reasons]

Figure 12. Koo Jeong A, Untitled, 2011, wood painted on white mat, cigarettes, 15 metal legs,
880 x 460 x 6.2 cm

I relate to Koo’s way of being in between places without settling in one location as my
art practice has been based on my experiences of living and travelling abroad since
2008. While she works with being in between places by temporarily residing in a gallery
space, I explore the notion of ‘in between’ through journeys. As described in her
statement composed of both French and English, her experience of being in between is
not limited to physical displacement but is extended to displacement between two
languages. I identify with this in my own practice as I place myself in locations where I
ibid., p. 138.
Raymond, Yasmil, p. 46.
75 ibid., p. 46.
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have to communicate in my second language. The experience of being in between places
and being exposed to possible misunderstanding (via speaking the second language) led
me to be conscious of the element of language in my work, in particular, naming the
artwork. While Koo’s poem explores the wordplay between English and French, I
examine not only being between two spoken languages but also in between visual and
spoken language. I explore the rhyming between the visual and audible by titles, for
example, Mooning Mondays (2015) or Two Story Tower (2014). Just as tourists observe the
new surroundings, I explore the language, its meaning and sound. And just as foreigners
speak with a particular accent, which is an audible overlap between the native and
foreign language, I explore the misplaced and overlapped perceptions through art.

Horn’s island, Kawara’s postcards and Koo’s
nowhere
In investigating relationships between the artist’s journey and contemporary art practice,
I looked at the works by Horn, Kawara and Koo. The different conditions and
predicaments of these artists’ travels informed their art practice in a unique way.
Whether the motivation for journey is a longing to ‘be there’ 76 or a desire to be
‘nowhere’, 77 journeys become a creative methodology and a condition for artistic
investigations, self-reflection and the way that artists relate to others and the
surroundings.
Horn considers herself a tourist, as does Kawara. Horn mostly travels to Iceland whereas
Kawara visits numerous places. For Horn, it is her desire to ‘be there’ that draws her to
Iceland.78 On the contrary, for Kawara, it is his desire to escape from his native country
that led him to leave. For over three decades, Horn repeatedly goes back to Iceland. For
Horn, Iceland is a place where she can have ‘the clearest view of herself’.79 For Kawara,
who has travelled to over one hundred cities, the particularity of each location loses its
meaning. His incessant trips lead the viewers to focus more on the condition of his travel
rather than the destination of the trip. Similarly to Kawara, Koo travels not because she
wants to ‘be there’ but because she wishes to be nowhere.80 While living in between
London and Berlin, she wishes not to belong to any specific city. For her exhibitions, she
temporarily lives in a gallery before the show and the residue of her stay becomes the
Howard, Jan, p. 109.
See the footnote 9 in Raymond, Yasmil, p. 46.
78 Howard, Jan, p. 109.
79 Howard, Jan, p. 102.
80 See the footnote 9 in Raymond, Yasmil, p. 46.
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form of her installation. As with Kawara, for Koo, the condition of the nomad is more
important than the particularity of the location.
The different conditions of travel inform the choice of material for each artist. In the
case of Horn, both her direct experiences of a trip or reflection on her experience inspire
her work. Horn photographs a landscape or person that she encounters in Iceland. She
re-photographs at intervals, for example in the piece You Are the Weather (1994-1996), and
creates pair objects, creating a space between the objects. Unlike Horn, Koo reflects on
her relationship with the place by using materials available in her immediate
surroundings. She often uses precarious and impermanent materials such as papers or
cigarettes. Kawara, on the other hand, adopts a means for communication during travel
such as postcards and telegrams. Unlike Koo who uses different materials based on
where she is, Kawara uses materials that are consistent regardless of the change of
location.

[Image removed for copyright reasons]

Figure 13. Roni Horn, Pair Object VI: For Two Locations in One Place, 1989, installation at Jay
Gorney, entrance view, two solid forged and machined copper cones, 13 inches diameter x 11
inches height: courtesy of Jay Gorney.

[Image removed for copyright reasons]

Figure 14. On Kawara, JUN 10 1975, from I Got Up, 1968–79, stamped ink on postcard, 3 ½ x 5
½ inches (8.9x4 cm), collection of Keiji and Sawako Usami.

[Image removed for copyright reasons]
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Figure 15. Koo Jeong A, Untitled, 2011, wood painted on white mat, cigarettes, 15 metal legs,
880 x 460 x 6.2 cm.

I have discovered these artists in the course of research. I find their reflections are helpful
in examining the relationship between journey and art practice. While Horn’s practice is
based on the particular place, my work is based on the experience of moving across
different locations. In this sense, the nature of my journey is similar to the one of Kawara
and Koo who have travelled through many places. Horn’s recurring visit to Iceland is
reflected in her practice, in particular, her use of pairing and doubling. By returning
continually, for Horn, the place becomes a measure and mirror for self-reflection.81
Horn explores the audience’s experience by creating paired or identical pieces. Similarly
to Horn, I examine the audience’s experience by making exhibitions and considering
how the audience will move through the works. While Kawara repeats his action of
recording his daily activities wherever he visits, in my work, it is not an action that is
repeated but the motifs – an apple, a balloon and a suitcase. The way I use these motifs
changes depending on how I respond to places. While Kawara’s action is consistent in
spite of the changes of the location, the way I respond to a place is spontaneous and
intuitive. Like Koo, my work is a reflection of my surroundings. While Koo responds to
her immediate conditions by using materials available around her, I reflect the cities,
landscapes or encounters that I come across by using the mundane objects, which have
accompanied my journeys.
My thesis explores the notion of journey as a process for self-reflection and
understanding of the surroundings. The journeys that this thesis explores are not
confined to a specific rational, goal or cause, such as an attempt to escape from a native
country or a longing to search for utopia. Rather, this thesis examines other forms of
journeys such as temporal journeys or journeys through memory. In the following
section, I will discuss how I composed the artwork in order to tell the stories of the
journeys.

81

Howard, Jan, p. 102.
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PART 2

Practice-led Research: The
composition of artwork

38

Journey, pause and composition

My practice has evolved around the following ideas: journey, pause and composition. In
Part 1, I looked at the idea of journey and how other artists explore this subject. In the
following section, I will discuss the key concepts of my research and how I explore them
through my art practice.

Figure 16. Yva Jung, visual timeline of the work before the PhD (detail), 2008-2011.

Journey as a prior methodology and the subject of the thesis
Journey was my primary methodology in making art during 2008-2011. During this
period, I developed a temporal, performative and interdisciplinary practice while
travelling. I made performances and videos and I interacted with place by introducing
objects that become characters in videos. These objects – whether they are as familiar as
an apple or as ethereal as a balloon – become characters that mediate my intuitive
interaction between the place and myself. Each object was chosen as a part of a larger
narrative, or as a conjunction of stories and ideas with the place. I generally put myself in
unfamiliar or uncomfortable places, for example, on a frozen island in the Arctic or a
shopping-mall in Montreal. I chose somewhere that was unfamiliar, but I went with a
plan, I prepared carefully. Choosing a place and getting there become part of the plan as
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does choosing an object and a character. However, this then allowed me to respond
intuitively, to depart from the plan, in the moment, as I encountered the place. The plan
was therefore changed in its actualisation, and the videos are the documentation of me,
of the place, and a character in that place. My experiences of travel and art practice led
me to formulate my current research questions on the relationships between journey and
art practice.

Pause as a condition of research
At the start of this research, I decided to use ‘pause’ as a condition for this investigation.
By ‘pause’, I mean withholding myself from travelling abroad in order to make art for
the duration of the research. In the work of Beckett’s drama, pauses ‘become an
exploration of creative multiplicity’, and creates ‘bodily rhythm, a corporeal positivity’.82
Brinzeu notes: ‘[…] pause appears thus as a point of junction between the inside and the
outside, between the individual and the world, between the spirit and the flesh.’ 83
Through pause, the character retreats from the physical world to an inner world. In my
practice, if a journey is a way to respond to new places and observe the external world, a
pause is a way of reflecting on this journey. ‘Pause’ in my research is not a static or stale
state, but a creative and generative condition. In a moment of pause, there is reflection,
recognition, and awareness.

Composition as a practice-led methodology
During my journeys, I made a series of performances and interventions and documented
them with videos, photographs and drawings. These fragments became raw materials to
compose the stories of journeys. I consider the process of telling and reflecting on the
experiences of journeys through an artwork to be a composition.
Using composition as a creative methodology, the methods that are used to create the
works are editing and exhibiting. By editing footage from my previous journeys I made a
series of videos, such as, A Cache of Monday (2012), One Room Blow (2013) and £ibra (2013).
Through exhibiting I composed two exhibitions entitled Two Story Tower (2014) and
Mooning Monday (2015). The concepts of visual rhyming and the audience’s journey were
born out of the process of editing and exhibiting. By ‘visual rhyming’, I mean creating a
sense of coherence through recurring motifs in the artworks. By ‘the audience’s journey’,
I refer to the experiences of the audience when encountering the exhibition.
82
83

Brinzeu, pp. 231–232.
ibid., p. 232.
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The relationship between the key terms in my research: journey, pause and composition
can be described in the following chart:

Journey

Prior methodology
Subject of this research

Pause

Condition of this research
Practice-led methodology
- The methods used to create the work

Composition

•

Editing

•

Exhibiting

- The concepts generated through the process of making
work:
•

Visual rhyming

•

The audience’s journey

Influences and references
In developing ways to tell the stories of my journeys through visual art, I have been
informed by the novelists Albert Camus (1913-1960) and Milan Kundera (born 1929)
and how they create stories to explore philosophical questions. Camus wrote in his
journal: ‘People can think only in images. If you want to be a philosopher, write
novels.’84 Camus’s words helped me develop the idea of the composition of narratives
through the creation of images of the displaced and the discarded. Moreover, Camus
inspired me in making a video entitled A Cache of Monday (2012) in which I explored the
notion of absurdity. He defines ‘absurdity’ as being alienated from his own skin, from his
own surroundings.85 Influenced by his definition of absurdity, I wrote a series of texts in
84 Albert Camus, Notebooks, 1935-1942, trans. by Philip Malcolm Waller Thody (Chicago: Ivan R
Dee, 2010), p. 10.
85 Camus, Albert, The Myth of Sisyphus, trans. by Justin O’Brien, Penguin Modern Classics
(London: Penguin Classics, 2000), pp. 7–10.
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order to create an image of the displaced, through a fictional character, which can be
found in my video of A Cache of Monday.86
While Camus suggests that a philosopher needs to write novels, because people only
think in images,87 Kundera considers the novel as ‘a meditation on existence as seen
through the medium of imaginary characters.’88 For Kundera:
A novel does not assert anything; a novel searches and poses questions […] I invent stories,
confront one with another, and by this means I ask questions […] The novelist teaches the
reader to comprehend the world as a question.89

Kundera’s idea of constructing novels as a way to explore questions rather than making
a static statement informed my process of exploring questions through art practice.
Kundera creates novels based on fundamental words. In the course of a novel, he
analyses, studies, defines, redefines and transforms the key principal words.90 In the
chapter entitled ‘Dialogue on the Art of Composition’ in The Art of the Novel (1988),
Kundera describes the architecture of his novel as being ‘built on those few categories
the way a house is built on its pillars.’91 In the case of The Unbearable Lightness of Being
(1984), the principal words on which his novelistic frame is based are: ‘weight, lightness,
soul, body, the Grand March, shit, kitsch, compassion, vertigo, strength, weakness.’92
In addition to creating his novels as if building a house, Kundera compares his creative
process to a musical composition. He elaborates:
I first thought of The Unbearable Lightness of Being in a musical way. I knew that the last part
had to be pianissimo and lento: it focuses on a rather short, uneventful period, in a single
location, and the tone is quiet. I also knew that this part had to be preceded by a prestissimo:
that is the part entitled The Grand March.93

See the work: A Cache of Monday (2012) on the page 58 and 59 of this document.
Camus, Notebooks, 1935-1942, p. 10.
88 Milan Kundera and Salmon, Christian, ‘Dialogue on the Art of Composition’, in The Art of the
Novel (London: Faber, 1988), pp. 71–96 (p. 83).
89 Roth, Philip and Milan Kundera, ‘Philip Roth Interviews Milan Kundera’, The Most Original
Book of the Season, 1980 <http://www.kundera.de/english/InfoPoint/Interview_Roth/interview_roth.html> [accessed 18 September 2014].
90 Kundera and Salmon, Christian, pp. 84–85.
91 ibid., p. 84.
92 ibid., p. 85.
93 Salmon, Christian and Milan Kundera, ‘Milan Kundera, The Art of Fiction No. 81’, The Paris
Review, Interviews, No. 92 (1984) <http://www.theparisreview.org/interviews/2977/the-art-offiction-no-81-milan-kundera> [accessed 3 May 2013].
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As Kundera’s novels are based on the variations of musical indications, each part of his
novels has its own tempo. For example, the tempo of The Joke (1967) goes: ‘very short;
very short; long; short; long; short; long’ while in Life Is Elsewhere (1969), the order of
tempo is reversed: ‘long; short; long; short; long; very short; very short.’ 94 Kundera
suggests that his idea of composition is to have ‘each of the chapters to be a small, selfcontained entity.’95
Kundera’s way of composing novels as a building construction or a musical composition
inspires my process of composing narratives through art. As Kundera considers his
novels as a house being built on some of the key words, which become the ‘pillars’ of his
novels,96 so I construct a structure or modify an existing space in order to create a
specific environment that could house my works. For instance, I built a two-storey
structure in order to house two of my video works, which became Two Story Tower (2014).
Just as Kundera treats each part of his novels as a musical movement, I design the details
of space, for example, the length of the staircase, pathways or the size of the room in
order to create a poetic flow (movement) of the audience’s journey when they move
through the space of the exhibition.97
Being influenced by novelists, Camus and Kundera, and their ideas of composition, I
develop the ways of creating narratives through the composition of art. The term
‘composition’, which is the methodology for my practice-led research, refers to the
process of composing narratives. In order to grasp the definition of some of the key
words of my research, literature was my starting point. The collection of the quotes from
novels is included in the following section titled Glossary.

Glossary and key motifs
In this section I provide a glossary of some of the key words in my practice. This glossary
functions as a sourcebook of images. By looking at different literary meanings of the key
terms, I examine abstract concepts through the specific images found in particular
novels. Followed by the Glossary, I provide explanations on the key motifs of my
practice, an apple, a balloon and a suitcase.

Kundera and Salmon, Christian, p. 87.
ibid., p. 87.
96 Salmon, Christian and Kundera.
97 The detailed discussion on the specific examples of my work can be found in the section: The
Works in Part 2 of this document.
94
95
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Glossary98
Apple
/ˈap(ə)l/

After dinner, the weather being warm, we went into the garden and drank t[ea], under the
shade of some apple trees […] he told me, he was just in the same situation, as when
formerly, the notion of gravitation came into his mind. Why sh[oul]d that apple always
descend perpendicularly to the ground, thought he to himself; occasion’d by the fall of an
apple, as he sat in contemplative mood.
- William Stukeley, Memoirs of Sir Isaac Newton’s Life99

Art
/ɑːt/
The true work of art is the one which says least. There is a certain relationship between the
global experience of an artist, his thought and his life, and the work reflecting this experience.
This relationship is wrong when the work gives the whole of this experience surrounded by a
fringe of literature. It is right when the work of art is a section cut out of his experience, the
facet of a diamond in which the gem’s inner luster is reflected but not exhausted. In the first
case, there is exaggeration, and literature. In the second, a work which is fruitful because of a
whole implied content of experience whose wealth is not directly expressed.
- Albert Camus, Camus, Notebooks, 1935-1942100

Artist
/ˈɑːtɪst/
Being an artist means: not numbering and counting, but ripening like a tree, which doesn’t
force its sap, and stands confidently in the storms of spring, not afraid that afterward summer
may not come. It does come.
- Rainer Maria Rilke, Letters to a Young Poet101

Memory

Phonetic spellings in the Glossary are taken from the Oxford Dictionaries.
Stukeley,William, Revised Memoirs of Sir Isaac Newton’s Life (London: MS/142, Royal Society
Library, 1752) <http://www.newtonproject.sussex.ac.uk/view/texts/normalized/OTHE00001>
[accessed 5 May 2013].
100 Camus, Notebooks, 1935-1942, pp. 103–104.
101 Rainer Maria Rilke, Letters to a Young Poet, ed. by Ray Soulard, Jr, trans. by Norton, M.D.
Herter (Portland, Oregon: Scriptor Press, 1993), p. 11.
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/ˈmɛm(ə)ri/

But the heart has its own memory and I have forgotten nothing […]
- Albert Camus, The Fall102

But do you know why we are always more just and more generous toward the dead? The
reason is simple. With them there is no obligation. They leave us free and we can take our
time, fit the testimonial in between a cocktail party and a nice little mistress, in our spare
time, in short. If they forced us to anything, it would be to remembering, and we have a short
memory.
- Albert Camus, The Fall103

Moon
/muːn/
The word “moon” came into my mouth as though fed to me out of a silver spoon. Held in
my mouth the moon became a word.
- Eudora Welty, One Writer’s Beginnings104

Pause
/pɔːz/
He returned, humiliated, to address his humiliated nation. He was so humiliated he could
not even speak. Tereza would never forget those awful pauses in the middle of his sentences.
Was he that exhausted? Ill? Had they drugged him? Or was it only despair? If nothing was to
remain of Dubcek, then at least those awful long pauses when he seemed unable to breathe,
when he gasped for air before a whole nation glued to its radios, at least those pauses would
remain. Those pauses contained all the horror that had befallen their country.
- Milan Kundera, The Unbearable Lightness of Being105

He takes the tray, places it on his shoulder and leaves his house. As he reaches the parting of
the roads; one towards his love, and the other to the unknown, he pauses, before stepping

Camus, Albert, The Collected Fiction of Albert Camus  :Comprising The Outsider, The Plague, The Fall,
Exile and the Kingdom, trans. by Stuart Gilbert (London: Hamish Hamilton, 1960), p. 254.
103 Camus, Albert, The Collected Fiction of Albert Camus, pp. 263–264.
104 Welty, Eudora, ‘Listening’, in One Writer’s Beginnings (Harvard University Press, 1998), pp. 1–40
(p. 10).
105 Milan Kundera, The Unbearable Lightness of Being, trans. by Heim, Michael Henry (New York:
Harper Perennial, 1999), p. 72.
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onto the unknown road. As he leaves his hometown, he feels lightness in his feet and begins
to hum.
- Kim Dong-Rhi, Yukma106

Suitcase
/ˈsuːtkeɪs/
Later, as they lay naked and spent side by side on the bed, he asked her where she was
staying. It was night by then, and he offered to drive her there. Embarrassed, she answered
that she still had to find a hotel and had left her suitcase at the station. Only two days ago, he
had feared that if he invited her to Prague she would offer him up her life. When she told
him her suitcase was at the station, he immediately realized that the suitcase contained her
life and that she had left it at the station only until she could offer it up to him. The two of
them got into his car, which was parked in front of the house, and drove to the station. There
he claimed the suitcase (it was large and enormously heavy) and took it and her home.
- Milan Kundera, The Unbearable Lightness of Being (1984)107

I believe in living in one room. One empty room with just a bed, a tray, and a suitcase. You
can do everything either from your bed or in your bed – eat, sleep, think, get exercise, smoke
– and you would have a bathroom and a telephone right next to the bed.
Everything is more glamorous when you do it in bed, anyway. Even peeling potatoes.
Suitcase space is so efficient. A suitcase full of everything you need:
One spoon
One fork
One plate
One cup
One shirt
One underwear

106
107

My translation of Yukma, Dong-Rhi, Kim, Yukma.
Kundera, The Unbearable Lightness of Being, pp. 9–10.
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One sock
One shoe
One suitcase and one empty room. Terrific. Perfect.
- Andy Warhol, The Philosophy of Andy Warhol108

Home, if we had one, was a solid black suitcase called the Rev-Robe, in which there was a
corner for my clothes and my Mickey Mouse gas-mask. I knew that, once the bombs began
to fall, I could curl up inside the Rev-Robe, and be safe.
- Bruce Chatwin, The Songlines109

My whole life’s work fits into one suitcase.
- Marcel Duchamp110

Key motifs

During my journeys, I made performances and video documentations using portable
and everyday objects such as an apple, a suitcase or a balloon. While being on the move,
I used each of these objects as a medium to respond to new surroundings, and they have
become recurring motifs in my practice during the PhD. These objects are chosen out of
a conceptual yet intuitive process. I started using an apple for my trip to the Arctic with
the idea to measure its gravity with my body. Thinking of Newton, I made a series of
performances dropping an apple from different heights in the Arctic Islands. Since then,
I have continued to incorporate an apple into my work in various ways: for example,
using an actual apple to prop up a wall or using a vacuum-formed apple for
sculptures.111

Andy Warhol, The Philosophy of Andy Warhol: (from A to B and Back Again), A Harvest Book
(Orlando: Harcourt, 2006), p. 155.
109 Bruce Chatwin, The Songlines (London: Cape, 1987), p. 6.
110 Ecke Bonk and Marcel Duchamp, Marcel Duchamp, the Box in a Valise: De Ou Par Marcel Duchamp
Ou Rrose Sélavy: Inventory of an Edition (New York: Rizzoli, 1989), p. 174.
111 Refer to my work: The Long Angle of Repose (2013) and Falling Apples (2015), see the page 61, 62
and 68 of this document.
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The idea to use a balloon for a performance was based on a drawing that I made as an
attempt to record the dialogue I had with strangers in New York during my street
interventions. In order to visualise a space of dialogue, I made a circle that is connected
to two conversationalists.

Figure 17. Yva Jung, A Latex Space Made of Used Air, 2008-2010, collage of drawings and video stills.

This drawing led me to make a balloon with two openings that I used for a performance
with a dancer and a painter. For the performance with my mother, I used the same
balloon without any alteration.112 In my work, the balloon represents a container of
breaths. For me, the space of a blown up balloon implies a wordless dialogue: a
possibility of understanding beyond the exchanges of mere words.
The suitcase was chosen for a practical reason, as it is the only object I could carry
travelling across the countries. When Duchamp was asked about his choice of the
suitcase in making his Boîte-en-Valise (Box in a Suitcase), he answered: ‘Why a suitcase? It
is obviously ready to be carried off somewhere […] what would you consider the proper
solution?’113
The recurring motifs – the apple, balloon or suitcase – have accompanied my journeys.
By recomposing them in different context, I examined various ways of creating
narratives around these objects.

112
113

Refer to my work: One Room Blow, video, 2013, see the page 56 and 57 of this document.
Bonk and Duchamp, p. 172.
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Editing and exhibiting
In the following section, I will introduce the methods I used in composing the works of
art and the references that helped me in developing these methods.

Editing
I consider composing a story through videos to be ‘editing’. I reuse and reconstruct my
previous footage, mostly unused leftover recordings from my journeys. Using the
documentation of my performances, I create a new narrative rather than an archive. By
reconstructing fragmentary records from my journeys, particularly by using discarded
footage of my own work, I seek to capture images of in between places.
Many artists with conceptual and performative practices have explored diverse ways to
record and reconstruct their temporal work. In the works of Joan Jonas, Jonas Mekas
and Guy Sherwin, in particular, I identify the techniques of recomposition and
reconstruction as a creative method. Joan Jonas (born 1936, USA) composes an artwork
by incorporating a variety of elements including video, performance, sculpture, sound,
and drawing. As an integral part of her practice, she recombines and recycles her own
performances. For her, reusing old footage is a way of building up new work.114 Her
piece Mirage, a performance made in 1976, was, in her words, ‘translated into an
installation’ for a show in Amsterdam in 1994. Then, in 2000, she re-edited unused
materials from Mirage.115 Jonas explains in a recent interview: ‘If I reuse something, it’s in
the present tense. I don’t think of it as the past tense.’116 She re-edits and recombines
fragments to create a collage, an image that can be perceived in the present.

[Image removed for copyright reasons]

Figure 18. Joan Jonas, Mirror Piece I, 1969, performance view, Bard College, Annandale-onHudson.

114 Schneider, Karin and Jonas, Joan, ‘Joan Jonas by Karin Schneider’, in BOMB Magazine, Art:
Interview (New Art Publications, 2010), CXII, 58–67 (p. 61)
<http://bombmagazine.org/article/3521/joan-jonas> [accessed 4 October 2012].
115 ibid., p. 61.
116 Interview with Joan Jonas by Yva Jung, London, 3 June 2013.
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In a similar approach, when making a new film, Jonas Mekas (born 1922, Lithuania)
works with previous recordings of his own work. In the recent piece entitled The Outtakes
of Happy Man (2012), he made a new work by composing outtakes – recordings not used
in his completed films from 1960-2000.117 By reassembling old, discarded materials in a
new context, he creates a new narrative, evoking memories and displaced stories. As
Smith describes: ‘For Mekas, it is the process of editing that creates a new meaning
rather than the process of filming.’118

[Image removed for copyright reasons]

Figure 19. Jonas Mekas, Lost Lost Lost, 1976, film, production country: USA, running time: 180
min.

Guy Sherwin (born 1948, UK) created a piece that he deliberately set up as temporal
and spatial displacement. In the live performance entitled Man with a Mirror (2009),
Sherwin re-enacts a performance of standing and holding a mirror that he made as a
young man in 1976.119 Twenty-three years later, he re-staged the same performance as
an older man, re-enacting the same performance.120 In this case, while reflecting and
mirroring his younger self as well as the audience, he composes and displays a temporal
displacement.

[Image removed for copyright reasons]

Figure 20. Guy Sherwin, Man With Mirror, 1976/2009, 10 mins colour, sound optional, super 8
film, performance with mirrored screen.

Jonas Mekas, The Outtakes of Happy Man, 16mm film transferred to video, 68min, 2012.
Smith, Tom, ‘Moment by Moment by Moment: Reflections on Jonas Mekas’ 365 Films’,
Vertigo, 4.1 (2008) <https://www.closeupfilmcentre.com/vertigo_magazine/volume-4-issue-1autumn-winter-2008/moment-by-moment-by-moment-reflections-on-jonas-mekas-365-films/>
[accessed 2 December 2012].
119 Ihlein, Lucas, ‘Pre-Digital New Media Art’, RealTime, 2005, 26.
120 Sherwin, Guy, ‘(Wo)Man with Mirror’, Vertigo, question and answer, 2012
<http://www.closeupfilmcentre.com/vertigo_magazine/issue-31-winter-2012-inconversation/wo-man-with-mirror/> [accessed 20 November 2014].
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Exhibiting
I consider an exhibition as one work of art. The primary idea for each exhibition is how
to compose the exhibition, not as a collection of works I have made before, but treating
the exhibition as one piece of work. In composing an exhibition, I design the viewing
space or make architectural interventions in which the work resides. In addition, I plan
the order of the works and also the space between works that will determine the
experiences (journey) of the audience when encountering the exhibition. As many of my
works were made in different locations, I find it important to bring the fragmented pieces
into one narrative in the context of an exhibition.
By constructing or modifying space and composing the artworks for the show, I
investigate how the work can be viewed and perceived according to the journey of the
audience. In the case of constructing a space, for the exhibition Two Story Tower (2014), I
constructed a pavilion that contained two of my video works. I designed the physical
elements and environment – materials, the shape of the walls, the height of the ceiling,
the length of the stairway – particular to the content of each video. By designing a space
to show works and also constructing a path or route, which is often a transitional space
between works, I explore the relationship between the display of the work and the
experience of the audience. Through this process, I seek to integrate the physical
movement of the audience into a transition between artworks.
The idea of constructing a space for the works and concerns of the experiences of
viewers was informed by the writings of Germano Celant and Christian Norberg-Schulz.
Germano Celant (born 1940) is an Italian art historian, critic and curator who invented
the term ‘Arte Povera’ (poor art). He curated a number of international exhibitions
including the 47th Venice Biennale in 1997 and published articles in both books and
magazines including Artforum and Interview Magazine.121
In his article ‘Artspaces’,122 Celant analyses the artworks that integrate space as part of
the work. Celant begins his article with a quote by an influential scholar of Performance
Studies Richard Schechner:123

‘Germano Celant’, Guggenheim
<http://www.guggenheim.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=27&Itemid=2
46> [accessed 24 April 2014].
122 Celant, Germano, ‘Artspaces’, Studio International, 190. No. 977 (1975).
123 Richard Schechner is pioneer of Performance Studies and the author of Environmental Theater
(1994) and Performance Theory (2009). He is an academic of Performance Studies at the New York
University, USA.
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Move through the space, explore it in different ways. Feel it, look at it, speak to it, listen to it,
make sounds with it, play music with it, embrace it, smell it, lick it, etc. Let the space do
things to you […]124

[Image removed for copyright reasons]

Figure 21. Scanned image of ‘Artspaces’ by Germano Celant, 1975.

This article surveys the history of artists who experiment with a space of display ‘not
merely as a ‘bed’ for his work but as an integral part of it’.125 Celant analyses specific
works that either construct or modify environments in relation to artworks. Examples
include the Merzbau by Kurt Schwitters and the installations at the International
Surrealist Exhibitions by Marcel Duchamp. In 1924, Schwitters began constructing the
Merzbau, which is a three dimensional collage composed of columns and found objects
within his own house.126 During 1924-1947, Schwitters re-constructed the Merzbau in
different locations. Challenging the conventional mode of the static environment, he
developed a creative method that could be mobile and adapted into other spaces.127

[Image removed for copyright reasons]

Figure 22. Kurt Schwitters, Merzbau, 1933, Hannover: photography by Wilhelm Redemann.

Marcel Duchamp modified a space for the International Surrealist Exhibitions in 1938
and 1942 when he was asked to perform the role of curator.128 Rather than designing a
space so that the artworks could be properly ‘on display’, he created a barrier and

Celant, Germano, p. 116.
Celant, Germano, p. 116.
126 Thomas, Elisabeth, ‘In Search of Lost Art: Kurt Schwitters’s Merzbau’, A MoMA/ MoMA PS1
Blog, 2012 <http://www.moma.org/explore/inside_out/2012/07/09/in-search-of-lost-art-kurtschwitterss-merzbau> [accessed 25 November 2013].
127 Celant, Germano, p. 118.
128 Filipovic, Elena, ‘A Museum That Is Not’, E-Flux Journal, #4 (2009), 1–20 (p. 5).
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obstruction for viewers by installing coal sacks from the ceiling at the Exposition
International du Surralisme (Paris, 1938) and by creating a web of white string across the
viewing space at the First Papers of Surrealism exhibition (New York, 1942). By
experimenting with display and space, he challenged ‘normative notions of display and
the aesthetic experience’.129

[Image removed for copyright reasons]

Figure 23. John Schiff, Installation view of the First Papers of Surrealism exhibition, 1942, New York.
Philadelphia Museum of Art: gift of Jacqueline, Paul and Peter Matisse in memory of their
mother Alexina Duchamp, courtesy of Leo Baeck Institute, New York.

Celant’s survey of environmental experiments by artists informed my practice about
different ways and intentions for constructing a space for exhibiting artworks.130
Christian Norberg-Schulz (born 1926) is a Norwegian architect, theorist, and historian.
Norberg-Schulz was influenced by Heidegger’s philosophy, especially in his Building
Dwelling Thinking (1971).131 Norberg-Schulz continued to explore the concept of place,
space and identification through his publications such as Existence Space and Architecture
(1971), The Concept of Dwelling: On the Way to Figurative Architecture (1993) and Architecture:
Presence, Language, Place (2000).132 In the article ‘The Phenomenon of Place’,133 he writes:
When man dwells, he is simultaneously located in space and exposed to a certain
environmental character […] To gain an existential foothold man has to be able to orientate
himself; he has to know where he is. But he also has to identify himself with the environment,
that is, he has to know how he is in a certain place.134

ibid., p. 7.
In addition to the article ‘Artspaces’ (1975), notions of art, space, display and architecture have
been explored in other literature such as Exhibition Experiments (2007), Art and its Publics: Museum
Studies at the Millennium (2003), and Thinking About Exhibitions (1996).
131 Martin Heidegger, ‘Building Dwelling Thinking’, in Poetry, Language, Thought, trans. by Albert
Hofstadter, Works / Martin Heidegger, CN 430, 1st Harper Colophon ed (New York: Harper &
Row, 1975), pp. 145–61.
132 Van Nes, Akkelies, ‘Between Heaven & Earth Christian Norberg-Schulz’s Contribution to the
Phenomenology of Place & Architecture’, Environmental & Architectural Phenomenology Newsletter, 2012
<http://www.arch.ksu.edu/seamon/van_Nes.htm> [accessed 20 November 2014].
133 Norberg-Schulz, Christian, ‘The Phenomenon of Place’, Architectural Association Quarterly, 8 (4)
(1976), 3–10.
134 ibid., p. 7.
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In examining the notion of place and identification, Norberg-Schulz finds references in
architecture and poetry, and quotes Heidegger who said: ‘Poetry is what brings man
onto the earth, making him belong to it, and thus brings him into dwelling’.135 NorbergSchulz writes that the function of the work of art is ‘concretization’ and ‘[a]rchitecture
belongs to poetry, and its purpose is to help man to dwell.’136 His discussion on the
relationship between identity and place is relevant to my research question because I
used his idea of art as a reflection, as a way to understand the surroundings, thus myself
in the place. Informed by his discussion, I explore the relationship between the work of
art, space and surroundings. This helped me investigate how the location of artworks
informs the viewer’s interpretation of the work.

135
136

Martin Heidegger, quoted in Norberg-Schulz, Christian, ‘The Phenomenon of Place’, p. 9.
Norberg-Schulz, Christian, ‘The Phenomenon of Place’, p. 9.
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The Works

This section records how I use my own practice to answer the question of telling
stories of journeys through artwork. It recounts the artworks and exhibitions I made
during the PhD. The list of works is discussed in the following order: videos,
sculptures and exhibitions.
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One Room Blow
Year: 2013
Media: Video
Duration: 09:08

Figure 24. Yva Jung, One Room Blow, 2013, video stills.

One Room Blow (2013) consists of two clips: the first clip (14 seconds) is the cutting of a
bun in half, in the second clip (8 minutes 54 seconds) I blow up a balloon with my
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mother; one blows the balloon while the other holds the other side of the balloon with a
spoon.

Figure 25. Yva Jung, One Room Blow, 2013, video stills.

The first clip of this video was recorded in Seoul, in 2010 while the second clip was made
in New York, in 2011. This recording of the performance with my mother was not
scripted or staged. When I first saw the footage, I was disappointed by its quality; the
background was messy and a fly appears at one point. After two years when I saw this
recording again, I realised that the very things that made me initially think that this
could not be a piece were the very things that made me decide to make this into a work.
I felt this displaced and discarded recording captured an image of my experience of
being in between places.

Figure 26. Yva Jung, editing of One Room Blow, 2013, screenshots.

In the course of editing One Room Blow (2013), I explored how the two different footages
could be connected through a recurring image. The two footages – the cutting of the
white bun (from the first clip) and the blowing up of a balloon (from the second clip) –
are linked through a white spherical image. In addition to using a white round image as
a connector, I also used a cutting line on the bun as a linking point and made a black
gap on the second clip while editing.137 This black line is not painted with black colour
but a void between the two sequences. With this piece, I examine how a gap could be
used as a space to both unite and divide.
For editing videos, I use a Final Cut Pro, a series of non-linear video editing software
programme.
137
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A Cache of Monday
Year: 2012
Media: Video
Duration: 05:02

Figure 27. Yva Jung, A Cache of Monday, 2012, video stills.
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A Cache of Monday (2012) is a collage of leftover footage from my journeys between 2009
and 2011. It consists of two elements: a series of short video clips and a text. In the video,
there are scenes of a hair being pulled out of a raspberry, falling from the slope of the
Arctic Island and two girls jumping and falling. The text element comes from a selection
of typewritten notes made in Montreal in 2009.
While the video clips of A Cache of Monday (2012) are composed of the recordings of the
displaced footage - failed rehearsals, experiments or documentation of performance that
I did not consider as art before, the text in the video was written with the idea of writing
a story combining 80% truth and 20% lies. Being inspired by Camus’s definition of the
absurd,138 I wrote a series of short stories to create images of the absurd. In editing A
Cache of Monday, I experimented in creating an image of the discarded by composing a
narrative with only leftover footage from my journeys.

£ibra
Year: 2013
Media: Video
Duration: 01:20

138 In The Myth of Sisyphus (1942), Camus defines the absurd: being absurd means being alienated
from a man’s own skin, from his own people, from his own land. A man feels foreign in his own
land. Absurd. Camus, Albert, The Myth of Sisyphus, p. 7.
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Figure 28. Yva Jung, £ibra, 2013, video stills.

£ibra (2013) is composed of two sets of footage: one from the Arctic and the other from a
toilet, which is one of the discarded footages. The footage from the Arctic shows my
performances in the Arctic Circle. I blow a balloon, lean onto a balloon and drop an
apple from my head. This apple, placed on the top of her head in the Arctic, falls. Before
landing onto the ground, the scene changes to the toilet, and the apple falls into a toilet.
Like the balloon and the suitcase, the apple has been a recurring object in my work. This
footage documents my first performance with an apple, which took place in the Arctic
Islands. Before travelling to the Arctic in 2011, I was curious about gravity: how the
weight of my body might feel differently in higher latitude. In order to use my body as a
scale to measure gravity, I brought an apple thinking of Newton and dropped an apple
from different heights from my body.

Figure 29. Yva Jung, The High Angle of Repose (apple), 2011, photograph.

After the trip to the Arctic I wanted to create a video, not as an archive of the past event,
but as a new composition of narrative, relevant to my immediate surroundings.
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Developing ways of editing multiple recordings together, I experimented with the ‘tense’
of the work. I wondered how it would be possible to make art in the ‘present tense’
rather than the ‘past tense’. This idea of tense of the work led me to compose two
different footages by creating a collision of image. In order to test how the image could
collide through editing, I made an abrupt contrast between the distant landscape of the
Arctic and the general and raw image of a toilet. While intentionally creating a collision
between the two clips, I used the falling of an apple as a connector. In this way, I
explored creating a new narrative through rhyming and also the collision of image.
The title: £ibra (2013) is composed of two words: ‘£’ as in pound, ‘weight’ and ‘libra’
which means ‘balance’.139 The symbol of weight and the zodiac sign of libra share the
same origin: balance. This title, a combination of ‘£’ and ‘libra’, reflects the idea of
creating a balance between an object (an apple), the surrounding (the Arctic) and myself
through art.

The Long Angle of Repose
Year: 2013
Media: Photographic installation
Material: C-print, apple, free-standing wall
Dimension of the wall: 230 x 250 x 20 cm

Figure 30. Yva Jung, The Long Angle of Repose, 2013, photographic installation, C-print, apple, freestanding wall, 230 x 250 x 20 cm.

Oxford Dictionaries, ‘Libra’ (Oxford University Press)
<http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/english/libra> [accessed 29 September 2012].
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The photograph of interventions of the falling apple from the Arctic led me to make an
installation with an actual apple. After making the video piece £ibra (2013), I
investigated how this gesture could be materialised with an object. This idea of
materialising a gesture led me to create a piece: The Long Angle of Repose (2013), which
became part of the Room Installation.140

This piece was installed for my PhD Upgrade exhibition at the Slade School of Fine Art. This
exhibition took place at the Slade Research Centre (November 2013, London).
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Figure 31. Yva Jung, Room Installation, 2013, comprising The Long Angle of Repose, 2013, and
video projections: £ibra, 2013, A Cache of Monday, 2012: installation views at the Slade Research
Centre, London (see unlabelled figures on previous page).

For the Room Installation (2013), in addition to the piece The Long Angle of Repose (2013), I
installed my video works – A Cache of Monday (2012) and £ibra (2013) – that contain an
apple. This installation, composed of a photograph, an object and videos, is linked with a
single gesture of an object: a falling apple. In order to display videos, I made five freestanding canvas frames. A gap between the frames functions as an opening or an
invitation for the following pieces, rather than an empty space. Through this installation,
I was able to continue my experiment in using a gap as a transitional space, as something
that both unites and divides rather than just being a blank space. Also, I tested out
different ways of composing a number of works by layering multiple videos horizontally
within a labyrinth-like composition. The Room Installation itself encompasses a narrative
as a whole. By making this piece, I investigated ways to link the transition between works
to the journey of the audience.
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You Mean
Year: 2014
Media: Sculpture
Material: Wood
Dimension of each piece: 59 x 46 x 21 cm

Figure 32. Yva Jung, You Mean, 2014, wood, 59 x 46 x 21 cm each.

This piece You Mean (2014) was made when I was invited to exhibit my video: Private View
of the Organic Opening (2010) at the CAFAM Biennale (2014) in Beijing. For exhibiting this
piece, I wanted to create sculptures that could be installed together with the video, which
records my performance with a suitcase: a series of falling with, dropping and opening of
the suitcase.141

Figure 33. Yva Jung, Private View of the Organic Opening, 2010, video still.

141 As part of the Minus Suitcase project (2008-2011), I made a series of performances: staged
fallings with a suitcase, which contained artworks. The idea was to use a form of an accident as a
form of exhibition (exposition) of art.
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My idea for the sculpture was to make five replicas of the yellow suitcase from Minus
Suitcase (2008-2011), each representing one of the five places that I have travelled with
the suitcase. In choosing a material and form to make this sculpture I referenced a
wooden shipping crate in order to reflect the mobile, rough and transitory nature of the
suitcase. These five wooden suitcases were displayed together with the video Private View
of the Organic Opening (2010) at the CAFAM Biennale (Beijing, 2014). In order to reflect
the performance of falling and opening from the video, I installed each suitcase opening
(or closing) gradually, and extended its title as the following:

You,
You mean,
You mean my,
You mean my performance is,
You mean my performance is all set up?

With this piece, I explored the making of a series of sculptures and displaying them
specific to the content of the piece. Additionally, I used the title as another way of adding
extra associations to the work.

Figure 34. Yva Jung, You Mean, 2014, wood; Private View of the Organic Opening, 2010, video
projection: installation view at the CAFAM Biennale, Beijing, 2014.
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Mooning Mondays
Year: 2015
Media: Sculpture
Material: Wood
Dimension of each piece: 59 x 46 x (approximate) 21 cm

Figure 35. Yva Jung, Mooning Mondays, 2015, wood, 59 x 46 x (approximate) 21 cm.
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My experience of journeys, together with the memories of making works, inspired me to
make art. Mooning Mondays (2015), a series of five wooden cases, is composed of two
recurring motifs in my practice: a suitcase and a balloon. The suitcase has been a motif
since my Minus Suitcase (2008-2011) project. Using the idea of suitcase, balloon and
journey, I made a series of wooden suitcases, entitled: Mooning Mondays. This work started
with an image of a suitcase containing a balloon, that evolved out of my intuition in the
process of reflecting on the two works: One Room Blow (2013) and You Mean (2014). In
order to materialise this imagined image, I used the same materials as the piece You
Mean, and created different sizes of spheres on the front of the piece. In designing shapes
of growing spheres I imagined a pregnant belly, which led me to call this a ‘pregnant
suitcase’ as a nickname. Just like a woman holding a baby in her womb, I wanted the
wooden cases to have a gentle and embracing gesture in holding the round spheres.142
Although I referred to Mooning Mondays (2015) as ‘pregnant suitcase’ while I was making
them, I did not want to title this work as a ‘pregnant suitcase’. Rather than giving a
direct reference to the idea to the viewers, I was more interested in naming the piece in a
way that could suggest the idea rather than directly stating it. I named the sculpture as
Mooning Mondays because the word ‘Monday’ is a unit of time and suggests a cycle: the
cycle of the week. The word ‘moon’ came because of the image of a balloon and its
roundness. Also, the moon suggests the rotation and the cycle, which is related to the
orbit of the Earth and also the cycle of the female body, which links back to the initial
idea of a pregnant belly that I had in making the piece. Also, I wanted to create a
rhyming between the words ‘moon’ and ‘Monday’, between a letter ‘o’ and the shape of
mouth pronouncing ‘o’, and the roundness of spheres on the front the sculptures. Just as
in the piece One Room Blow (2013), where I used a round image to create a link between
two pieces of video footage, I use a roundness of an image and the word ‘o’ in creating a
rhyming in Mooning Mondays.
I was not aware of the meaning of the slang ‘mooning’ as in ‘exposing one’s buttocks’
until I titled it, but even after finding out, I did not change the title as I also found
another meaning of ‘mooning’ which means ‘wandering around aimlessly’.143 Through
the title, I wanted to suggest a sense of journey, wandering, movement and a passing of

These spheres were made with a Computer Numerical Control machine.
Oxford Dictionaries, ‘Moon’ (Oxford University Press)
<http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/english/moon?q=mooning#moon__11>
[accessed 21 April 2015].
142
143
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time. It was only after I named the piece as Mooning Mondays I learned the origin of the
word: Monday is ‘mondæg’ hence, ‘moon’ + dæg (day).144

Falling Apples
Year: 2015
Media: Sculpture
Material: Perspex
Dimension: 42 x 51 cm each

Figure 36. Yva Jung, Falling Apples, 2015, perspex, 42 x 51 cm each.

While making a video and an installation with an apple, 145 I wanted to freeze the
movement of falling apples without using an actual apple. For this, I used the
technique of vacuum forming, which created an embossed apple shape. In order to
create apple-formed bulges that are transparent, I used clear perspex sheets and
vacuum-formed the shape of an apple using an apple cut in half. These embossed apples
are positioned at different heights in such a way that could mirror the photograph The

144 Oxford Dictionaries, ‘Monday’ (Oxford University Press)
<http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/english/monday> [accessed 26 April 2015].
145 £ibra (2013) and The Long Angle of Repose (2013).
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High Angle of Repose (apple). 146 Through making this piece Falling Apples (2015), I
experimented with different materials to create a sense of movement and repetition.

Case Study on Tuesdays
Year: 2015
Media: Sculpture
Material: Wood
Dimension of each piece: 57 x 44 x 10 cm, 59 x 45 x 10 cm

Figure 37. Yva Jung, Case Study on Tuesdays, 2015, wood, 57 x 44 x 10 cm, 59 x 45 x 10 cm.

After making Mooning Mondays (2015), I wanted to expand on the ideas of the series and
compact cases such as suitcases or briefcases. Just as the piece Mooning Mondays was
composed of two recurring motifs (a balloon and a suitcase) Case Study on Tuesdays (2015)
was composed of two motifs: apples and suitcases, in particular the works of Falling Apples
(2015) and Mooning Mondays.

146

See figure 29 on the page 61 of this document.
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Figure 38. Yva Jung, Falling Apples, 2015,
perspex.

Figure 39. Yva Jung, Mooning Mondays, 2015,
wood.

In composing the elements from the two pieces, I reused the form of three falling apples
from the Falling Apples (2015) while using the same material and technique from Mooning
Monday (2015) in making briefcases. In making the forms of falling apples, I created
apple-shaped bulges on the front of the briefcase mirroring the positions of apples from
the Falling Apples. By making the briefcase sculptures in pairs, I tested out different forms
of series while exploring the concept of repetition, interval and movement and how this
will inform the audience.

The title, Case Study on Tuesday, is based on the same idea of titling Mooning Mondays
(2015). Rather than calling it ‘Apple Case’ or ‘A Briefcase with Apples’, I wanted to
name the piece in a way that could inspire viewers to create their own narratives. I chose
the word ‘Tuesday’ as this briefcase was made after the suitcase piece, and I wanted to
give a sense of it being a sequel to Mooning Mondays – hence ‘Tuesday’. Also ‘Tuesday’
suggests mundane, everyday and a daily amount of time. In making Case Study on Tuesday
(2015), I explored the concepts of pairing, mirroring, series and intervals.
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Two Story Tower
The 2nd CAFAM Biennale The Invisible Hand: Curating as Gesture
Date: 28 February - 20 April 2014
Venue: CAFA Art Museum, Beijing, China
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Figure 40. Yva Jung, Two Story Tower, 2014, a two-storey wooden tower with two video works: One
Room Blow, 2013, The Arctic isn’t Too Far from Her(e), 2013,
400 x 400 x 800 cm: installation views at the CAFAM Biennale, Beijing.
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Figure 41. Yva Jung, Two Story Tower, 2014, inside views of the Two Story Tower, CAFAM Biennale,
Beijing.
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Invitation
I was invited to show my video piece at the CAFAM Biennale in Beijing.147 Upon
invitation, I proposed to build a temporary structure that could house my video work. At
that time, I was experimenting with different ways to display video works, as I found it
limiting to project videos onto existing walls. In order to create a new environment,
specific to the piece, I worked with the architect Thomas Goodey in constructing a
temporary structure.

Description
Two Story Tower (2014) is an architectural intervention to challenge the conventional way
of displaying video by constructing a space specific to the content of the video and also
specific to the museum space. The videos that are housed inside the tower are: One Room
Blow (2013) and The Arctic Isn’t Too Far From Her(e) (2013). Both videos document my
performances with a balloon: one with my mother in a living room and the other piece
alone in the Arctic Island148.

Figure 42. Yva Jung, One Room Blow, 2013, video still.

Figure 43. Yva Jung, The Arctic is Not Too Far From Her(e), 2013, video still, two-mirrored videos in
sync.
147
148

The press release of the exhibition is included in Appendix 2 of this document.
Svalbard, the Arctic Circle.
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Each part of the space (projection walls, sittings, floor space, and height of ceiling) is
designed, specific to the narrative of each video piece. For displaying the video One Room
Blow (2013), which is raw and domestic, I projected directly onto the wooden wall. For
seating, I made a long wooden bench so that the audience could sit next to each other.
For screening The Arctic isn’t Too Far from Her(e) (2013), which was shot in the Arctic
Circle, a distant landscape, in contrast to the One Room Blow, I used a tall white canvas to
project the video. For the acoustic qualities of the video (the sound of snow and blowing
up a balloon) and the profound silence from the Arctic, I used a canvas for the wall and
a carpet for the floor so that it would absorb the sound. In order to construct walls
particular to the video, which is a mirrored image, I installed two identical walls to be
projected onto using two projectors. These two walls were angled at about 60 degrees to
create a sense of being enveloped by the vast landscape of the Arctic. For seating,
individual wooden stools covered with carpet were made in order to create a sense of
isolation.

Figure 44. Yva Jung, Two Story Tower, 2014, installation in progress, CAFAM Biennale, Beijing.

This wooden tower is located in the central atrium of the museum. The tower has a
rooftop platform, which is linked to the 2nd floor of the museum through a wooden
bridge. From the platform, the audience could look out to the museum atrium. The
tower can be accessed from both the lobby and also from the 2nd floor of the museum.

Composition: the audience’s journeys in vertical order
Two Story Tower, which can be read as both two storeys (floors) or two stories (narratives),
contains two narratives from two different contexts: one of the domestic and the other of
the distant. These two contrasted stories are linked through an object: a balloon, which is
one of the recurring motifs in my practice. By displaying two videos in a vertical tower
structure – installing videos not side by side but one above the other – they are layered
vertically rather than horizontally. In this vertical shift of order, I suggest the shift of the
transition between works.
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In displaying the video works for the tower piece, I was concerned with two spaces in
between the works and how it might affect the experience of the audience. I
experimented with the order in which the audience would view my work. For example,
how would the audience perceive the work moving from one piece to the next? With this
question in mind, I installed the One Room Blow first on the ground floor, which is similar
to the busy, everyday context of the lobby of the museum where the tower is located,
then I installed the The Arctic isn’t Too Far from Her(e) on the first floor, so that this piece
can be viewed as the audience ascends to the higher level. 149

Figure 45. Detailed views: inside of the Two Story Tower, 2014, CAFAM Biennale, Beijing.

149 Because of the canvas, which is a thin, coarse fabric material, on which The Arctic isn’t Too Far
from Her(e) (2013) was projected, the audience were able to see the rear view of the projection
from the ground floor. See figure 45 above.
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As I examined the vertical order of the two video narratives and how the order of the
work will affect the audience’s experience, I explored creating the path between the two
works. In designing the pathway that could link the ground floor and the first floor, I
explored how the shape and the length of the passage could help the audience to form a
memory from viewing the first piece, and also to create a sense of expectation before
encountering the following piece. For this reason, I created a spiral stairway so that the
audience would not be able to see the video on the first floor before entering into that
floor. My intention was for the audience to form memories from seeing the first video. In
retrospect, I think there was not enough space for this; the length of the stairway was not
long enough. However, this reflection on the making of this tower piece helped me to
compose an exhibition not just as a display of the artworks but constructing the space or
architectural components specific to the work. Additionally, this piece led me to develop
the concept of the audience’s journey of which I continued my exploration through
working on the next show: Mooning Monday (2015).
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Mooning Monday
Solo Exhibition
Date: 23 April ~ 23 May, 2015
Venue: Korean Cultural Centre UK, London

Figure 46. Exhibition invitation of Mooning Monday, 2015, Korean Cultural Centre UK,
London.150

	
  

Photographs in the section on the Mooning Monday exhibition are the installation views at the
Korean Cultural Centre UK, London, unless otherwise stated.
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Figure 47. Yva Jung, Two Story (from the Last Century), 2015,
altered found object, 170 x 210 x 120 cm.

Figure 48. Yva Jung, Spooning the Moon, 2014, video stills.
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Figure 49. Installation view of the exhibition, 2015.

Figure 50. Yva Jung, One Room Blow, 2013, video projection.
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Figure 51. Yva Jung, You Mean, 2015, wood, 59 x 45 x 115 cm.
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Figure 52. Yva Jung, The Arctic isn’t Too Far from Her(e), 2015, photographic installation (mirrored),
364 x 120 cm.
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Figure 53. Yva Jung, Mooning Mondays, 2015, wood, 59 x 23 x 45 cm each.
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Figure 54. Yva Jung, Private View of the Organic Openings, 2010, video projection.

Figure 55. Yva Jung, Private View of the Organic Openings, 2010, video stills.
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Figure 56. Yva Jung, A Cache of Monday, 2012, video projection.
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Figure 57. Yva Jung, Falling Apples, 2015, perspex, 42 x 51 cm each.
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Invitation
I was awarded the opportunity to have a solo exhibition at the Korean Cultural Centre
UK (KCCUK) in London in 2015. To apply for an open call at KCCUK, which
provides either solo or group show opportunities for emerging artists, I submitted my
portfolio with my recent works that could be composed as an exhibition and the
selection panel offered me a solo show.151 The following section is a reflective and
analytical account about the central concepts of making the Mooning Monday (2015)
exhibition.152

Figure 58. Yva Jung, sketch for the exhibition installation, 2015.

Description
When the viewers enter the exhibition space, the first thing they see is a spoon rotating
and a spiral staircase. Then they see a similar movement in the video blowing up the
balloon. The balloon, which contains the breaths, expands circularly. Behind the wall on
which the balloon video is projected, there is a stack of wooden suitcases in the corridor
on one side. On the other side of the corridor, there is a mirrored image of the balloon
performance in the Arctic and at the end of the corridor there are suitcases hanging,
rising up. These suitcases are the wooden replicas of the yellow suitcase which you see in
the video: the suitcase falls and opens and its contents (artworks) are exposed to the

The press release of the exhibition is included in Appendix 3 of this document.
This text is based on the transcript of a conversation I had with Fatos Ustek who was one of
the jurors in the selection process. This conversation took place on 4 September 2015 in London.
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crowds.153 One of the contents that falls out of the suitcase is an apple. The next space is
a viewing area made of wooden panels in which there is a video – a collage of leftover
clips including scenes such as a raspberry having a hair plucked out, an apple falling into
the Arctic ocean, and text describing the atheist old man who starts to be afraid of his
quiet Monday. In the next room (which is the space where one began) you see the apples
embossed on perspex panels: embossed at different heights as if to suggest the fall of the
apple.

Composition: spoon, balloon, moon and Monday
I consider an exhibition as one piece of work. The primary idea for choosing the works
for the show was how to compose an exhibition, not as a collection of the works that I
have made before, but rather, how to treat the exhibition as a piece of work. Rather
than merely hanging and displaying my previous works, I reconfigured the works in the
new context of the exhibition. I placed individual artworks as if to compose a sentence
structure. In making an exhibition, I think of it as the grammar of a sentence. If I
consider each work as a piece of vocabulary to write a sentence with, not every work
could be positioned as a subject or object – some works have to have a function as
prepositions, others as adjectives.

Figure 59. Yva Jung, Two Story (from the Last
Century), 2015, altered found object,
installation view at the Slade Research Centre,
London, 2015.

Figure 60. Yva Jung, Spooning the Moon, 2015,
video and Two Story (from the Last Century),
altered found object, installation view at the
KCCUK, London, 2015.

One of the examples reconfigured from previous works was the staircase entitled Two
Story (from the Last Century) (2015) and the rotating spoon piece entitled Spooning the Moon
(2015). Initially the rotating spoon video and the staircase were separate pieces. I had
shown the staircase piece as a separate installation and the video of the spoon was made
153

Yva Jung, Private View of the Organic Opening, 2010
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separately from the staircase. For the exhibition, I wanted them to be as one set. I
considered the staircase as a supporting element for the rotating spoon video. This is
why I did not use any spotlights on the staircase so that it could just exist as a silhouette
as a supporting structure. Rather than installing the staircase as a subject, a main
component, I wanted it to function as a supporting element for the video Spooning the
Moon (2015).

Figure 61. Installation view of the Mooning Monday, 2015.

In addition to reconfiguring my work in the context of the exhibition, I modified the
existing gallery space by constructing a temporary structure. In displaying the video A
Cache of Monday (2012) in a media hall, a multi-purpose space designed for hosting
lectures or movie screenings at the KCCUK, I worked with the architect Thomas
Goodey in creating a temporary structure. 154 This structure was made of strips of
plywood to display the video A Cache of Monday, which is a collage of the displaced
footage. Through making this structure, I developed ways to modify existing space in a
way to create an environment relevant to the work.

154 Because the media hall was used once a week to host events throughout the exhibition period,
the architect and I devised wooden panels with wheels that could be easily folded and moved
away during the events.
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Figure 62. Installation of the temporary structure in progress, 2015, designed by Thomas Goodey.

Figure 63. Yva Jung, A Cache of Monday, 2012, video projection.

In composing multiple artworks as one piece of work, I considered the movement of the
viewers. The questions of how they will move from one piece to the next, in what order
they will see the work and how this will inform their perception of the works were
integral to the composition. In deciding the order of the work for the show, therefore
curating the journey of the audience, I placed recurring elements throughout the
selected works. The recurring elements – round image, rotating movement, falling and
rising – appear throughout the works in different materials and titles from a spoon,
balloon, moon and Monday. 155 By selecting and locating works where a certain

155 In a chapter ‘The Phenomenology of Roundness’, Bachelard studies meanings of roundness.
He writes: ‘[…] suddenly we find ourselves entirely in the roundness of this being, we live in the
roundness of life, like a walnut that becomes round in its shell. A philosopher, a painter, a poet
and an inventor of fables have given us documents of pure phenomenology.’ See Bachelard,
Gaston, ‘The Phenomenology of Roundness’, in The Poetics of Space (Boston: Beacon Press, 1994),
pp. 232–41 (p. 234).
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movement and images could be repeated, I experimented with ways of creating a sense
of coherence through visual rhyming.

Figure 64. Yva Jung, concept note for composing Mooning Monday, word document, 2015.

The idea of motif is an integral element in composing this show. The objects such as
balloon, an apple or a suitcase recur in different forms for example, as a wooden
sculpture or as a prop for performance. These recurring motifs function as a link among
fragmented works from my journeys. By using certain objects repeatedly in different
contexts and media, I experiment by composing multiple works with a sense of
coherence.
The visual rhymes in my sculpture and videos also form rhyming through their sounds:
moon, spoon, and balloon. Although I did not choose objects because of their sounds, I
embraced the rhyming across the visual and the sonic and how this relationship between
visual and audible rhymes creates a sense of harmony.156 Just like in poetry, I explore
how this rhyming can create rhythm in the steps of the audience, as they explore the
exhibition.
The title of this show came from my sculpture of a pregnant suitcase entitled Mooning
Mondays (2015). In order to suggest a sense of journey, wandering and rhyming, I titled
this show Mooning Monday. As it was composed of the recurring elements of round image

156 Gardner points out that symmetry of the sound creates rhyming in poetry and through the
symmetric form the sense of order and harmony comes. See Martin Gardner, The New
Ambidextrous Universe: Symmetry and Asymmetry from Mirror Reflections to Superstrings, 3rd rev. ed
(Mineola, N.Y: Dover Publications, 2005), p. 44.
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and the turning movement, I intended the title to reflect the visual rhyming and the
sonic rhyming of the exhibition.157
In order to reflect the primary concepts, for instance, visual rhyming, recurring motifs
and the audience’s journey in composing this show, I made a concept map of the show
with the graphic designers Amy Preston and Amélie Bonhomme. This A3 size map
contains the images of the displayed works on the front and their titles on the back. The
positions of the images and titles of the works mirror each other. A stack of these
conceptual maps was installed at the entrance of the exhibition space so that the
audience could refer to it while viewing the works. Through making this map, I
experimented with how the idea of composition, in particular, the rhyming between the
visual and sonic, could be mapped out and communicated with the audience.

This imagination around the word ‘moon’ and the sonic rhyme was shared with the poet
Eudora Welty. See the Glossary ‘moon’ in this document.
157
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Figure 65. Yva Jung, Map of Mooning Monday (front), graphic design by Amy Preston and Amélie
Bonhomme, installed at the exhibition, KCCUK, London.
.
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Figure 66. Yva Jung, Map of Mooning Monday (back), graphic design by Amy Preston and
Amélie Bonhomme, installed at the exhibition, KCCUK, London.
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Figure 67. Yva Jung, Spooned, 2013, spoon, apple, 10 x 10 cm.
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CONCLUSION AND REFLECTIONS:
Let it simmer over summer
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The key concepts that this research explored were journey, pause and composition.
Before starting the PhD, my practice was based on experiences of journeys. While
travelling from Seoul to Montreal and from Lagos to the Arctic, I formulated research
questions: ‘how do journeys affect art practice?’ and ‘how can works of art tell the stories
of journeys?’ In answering them, I paused my journeys. If a journey for me was a way to
respond to new surroundings, a pause was a way of reflecting on my own experiences of
moving around. Pause in my research became an active and generative condition for my
art practice.
During my PhD at pause, I composed a number of videos, sculptures and exhibitions.
Composition in this research refers to the process of telling and reflecting the experiences
of journeys through an artwork. The concepts of visual rhyming and the audience’s
journey were born out of the process of editing and exhibiting. Visual rhyming in my
research is defined as creating a sense of coherence through recurring motifs in the
works while the audience’s journey refers to the experiences of the audience when
encountering artworks in the exhibition.
In making videos such as One Room Blow (2013) and A Cache of Monday (2012), I reused
and reconstructed the leftover recordings from my journeys. Through the process of
editing the leftover footage, I experimented with ways to create a new narrative by
linking the discarded footage through recurring images. In the video One Room Blow, two
video recordings (each contains a white bun and a balloon) are linked through a white
round image. In the case of £ibra (2013), which is composed of two recordings of
performances with an apple (one shot in the Arctic, the other in a toilet), the recordings
are linked through an image of a falling apple. The abrupt contrast between the distant
landscape of the Arctic and the raw image of the toilet creates a collision of images. By
editing two different materials together, I tested out ways to create rhyming and
collisions of images.
In the process of making sculptures and installations, I experimented with in between
spaces and gaps. In the work Room Installation (2013), multiple sculptures and videos are
linked with a single image: the falling apple. In between the works, there is a gap, which
invites viewers to the following piece. This gap, rather than being a negative or empty
space, functions as an opening and invitation to the viewer. By making this labyrinth-like
composition, I investigated ways to link the transition between works to the journey of
the audience.
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Mooning Mondays (2015), a series of five wooden suitcases, is composed of two recurring
motifs in my practice: the suitcase and the balloon. Through this piece together with
Falling Apples (2015) and Case Study on Tuesdays (2015), I experimented with the notion of
repetition and the space between objects. I explored how the perception of the audience
will be influenced when they move from one piece to the next while encountering
recurring elements. The concern of the experience of audience was developed through
making two exhibitions: Two Story Tower (2014) and Mooning Monday (2015). In composing
exhibitions as one piece of work, I consider the journey of the audience. The questions of
how they will move from one piece to the next, in what order they will see the work and
how the experience of the audience will inform the perception of the works are integral
to making the composition.
In the case of constructing a space for the exhibition Two Story Tower (CAFAM Biennale,
Beijing, 2014), I constructed a two storey pavilion to contain two of my video works: one
from my bedroom and the other from the Arctic. These two contrasted stories are linked
through a single object: a balloon, which is one of the recurring motifs in my practice. By
displaying videos one above the other in a vertical order, I examined how this informs
the audience’s viewing experience.
In composing the exhibition Mooning Monday (KCCUK, London, 2015), I considered
recurring elements in my work in order to create a sense of rhyming and coherence. The
recurring elements such as the round image and the rotating movement appear
throughout the artworks in different forms and in different situations, from an apple
falling into the Arctic Ocean to a suitcase falling in a shopping mall. These recurring
motifs function as a link between fragmented works from my journeys. By creating visual
rhyming through recurring elements, I created a sense of unity that could be
experienced by the audience through their journeys in the show.
In making the works and exhibitions, I experimented with naming artworks as a way to
add an extra element to the piece. I examined how the titles can suggest an imaginative
clue for the viewers and how they could create their own narratives. The relationship
between the titles (words) and the work, and rhyming between the visual and audible are
also reflected in the conceptual map, installed at the show Mooning Monday (2015).
Specific examples of the wordplay between the titles and the work are found in £ibra
(2013), Two Story Tower (2014), Mooning Mondays (2015) and Spooning the Moon (2015).
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Through the processes of making art, I explored ways of telling the stories of journeys
with artwork. The concept of visual rhyming helped me create works that could hold
fragmentary records together with a sense of coherence. By making exhibitions, I
investigated the relationship between composition, narrative and the journey of the
audience.
In thinking of composition in my work, I always come back to Camus’s notebook, in
which he wrote: ‘People can think only in images. If you want to be a philosopher, write
novels.’158 The way I consider composition of my work is that I create images that can
trigger certain narratives (of being in between places). The narrative that is composed
visually does not have specific plots or structure as some novels do. Rather, this narrative
is something formed within the mind of the audience.
I see a journey – being in between places – as a human condition. Alienation, defined by
Camus, is not just caused via physical relocation but by being born as a human being. 159
Similarly, the way I approach journey is not limited to a specific or external cause such
as exile or refuge, but I explore the notion of journey in an existential and metaphorical
sense. Just as the main character in the novel Siddhartha160 who embarks on a journey in
order to search for his identity, or the boy in the novel Yukma161 who finds his true self on
the unknown path, in a similar way, my thesis explores the notion of journey as a process
for reflection and understanding of the surroundings.
My work between 2008 and 2011 was based on the experience of being in different
locations, in different continents. Although my practice has been based on the
experiences of travelling around the globe, my work comes from an observation of the
everyday. I chose the term ‘journey’ as the subject of this research because of its origin,
the Old French journée, ‘day, a day’s travel, a day’s work’ that reflects the everyday.162 My
immediate surroundings – where I am, who and what I encounter – inspires my
practice.
This thesis records not only investigations on the notions of journey, pause and
composition but also reflections on my art practice: to work intuitively (respond

Camus, Notebooks, 1935-1942, p. 10.
Camus defines ‘absurdity’ as being alienated from one’s own surroundings – alienated from
one’s own people, from one’s own mother tongue and one’s own skin. See Camus, Albert, The
Myth of Sisyphus, (London: Penguin Classics, 2000), p. 7.
160 Hesse.
161 Dong-Rhi, Kim, Yukma.
162 Oxford Dictionaries, ‘Journey’.
158
159
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intuitively to the new surrounding during journeys), to reflect on what I made, then to
create a narrative through composition during the pause.

This thesis, led by my own art practice, is original research that contributes to
knowledge. I created a new body of artwork exploring the question of what is it to make
a journey and how to contain the stories of the journeys through art. The experience of
journeys offered me a unique perspective to have a particular form of observation and
my artworks produced during the research are a reflection of that. Furthermore, I
provided discussions examining the relevant practices of Horn, Kawara and Koo in
relation to my art practice. Although there is an existing literature exploring each of
their practices, my research brings a unique approach and combines ideas from these
practices in an original way. This research examined the sought-after journeys that are
driven by curiosity rather than fear or threat. The curiosity fuels the openness to a new
culture, language and a place. This form of journey that is propelled by curiosity and
openness is important especially now as we live in an era when over 3 billion global
passengers travel each year.163 My research examined the voluntary journey and how
artists tell the experience of journey through artwork.
As my art practice has guided my research, reflecting on the process of exploring the
research questions comes after making the art. This reflection, which took place during
my pause, has been a slow and gradual process. As Rilke wrote to a young poet ‘[b]eing
an artist means […] ripening like the tree which does not force its sap’, 164 so reflection
on my own experiences of journeys before the PhD and also the journeys of my research
could not be rushed. In the last four years of my research, I pondered on what it means
to be on a journey: what it means to be away, to arrive, to depart and to be in between
(places, cultures, languages and memories of the journeys). Most of all, I contemplated
how the works of art could reflect these questions. The title of this section and the thesis,
Let It Simmer Over Summer, comes from this realisation: the necessity of time, distance and
space in order for reflection. The body of work that I produced during the PhD, in
addition to the Artist’s Book, reflects the journey of this research.
In the course of this research, I had a desire to further my research on the themes of
storytelling and narrative. For future research, I would like to explore the following: A
story of Deception by Francis Alÿs, On Stories by Richard Kearney, Six Memos for the Next
Millennium by Italo Calvino and The Conversations: Walter Murch and the Art of Editing Film by
Michael Ondaatje.
163
164

IATA.
Rilke, p. 11.
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In a story by Hesse, the character Siddhartha said: one cannot see one’s own reflection on
running water.165 It is pause that allowed me to reflect on my own experiences of
journeys and making art, which had been a primary source of this research. Completing
the research means ‘undoing’ or ‘stopping’ this mode of pause. What it means to stop a
pause and how this experience of pause might affect my next step cannot be predicted,
as it might take several summers for reflection. As a pause in my research is a state of
being between two actions: stop and start, I want to use pause to think about what it
means to re-start, what it means to embark on a new journey again. I do not know what
form of journey will take place but I know that it might take some summers to realise

165

Passim, see for example, Hesse.
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Take nothing for the journey – no staff, no bag, no bread, no money, no extra tunic.
- Luke 9. 3166

166

Holy Bible: New International Version (Colorado Springs: International Bible Society, 1973).
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1. Minus Suitcase (2008-2011)
Minus Suitcase is a portable studio, exhibition, and creative community, all in one piece of luggage.
Drawn to the concept of exchanging experiences on a global scale and the potential of mobilising
artworks, I directed a journey full of artworks. The works of nineteen emerging artists from
different backgrounds are compressed into a single suitcase and taken around the world. From
city to city, the inevitable process of packing and unpacking is repeated; I dismantle, re-enact and
represent the nineteen works, blurring the role of artist and curator. Setting off from New York,
this project travelled from New York, Seoul, Montreal, Düsseldorf, Lagos and lastly, to the Arctic
Circle.
Minus Suitcase solely exists in transition; in tangible transformation, and transient histories. Beyond
the confined duration and structure in an institutional setting, Minus Suitcase evolves in between
spaces and lagged time. Questioning whether a journey itself can become a work of art, I
experimented with various ways of opening and presenting the piece responding to the specific
surroundings. Whether through a staged falling of the suitcase at a busy shopping-mall (A Private
View of the Organic Openings, Montreal, 2010) or opening it on the rooftop for an audience of birds
(Reduced View of the Condensed Art for Two-legged, Four-legged and Legless Being, Düsseldorf, 2010), the
specific situation sculpted the particular relationship with the piece as well as the audience.
Participating Artists: Barry Hazard, Jaclyn Meloche, Elizbeth Otten, David Mramor, Kevin
Regan, Jungsun Park, Baishian Bai, Michael Drury, Jonathan Hartshorn, Brendan Carney,
Rocio Rodriguez Salceda, Jeffrey Brady, Scott Lawrence, Thury Sigurthorsdottir, Thor
Sigurthorsson Nicholas Fraser, Justin Mata, Tom Weinrich
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Opening- Bon Voyage
19 - 21 Dec 2008
Jack the Pelican Gallery, New York

Open - A Minus Suitcase
30 Dec 2008 - 11 Jan 2009
Brainfactory, Seoul

Private View of the Organic Openings
20 May - 20 Sep 2010
Darling Foundry, Montreal

Reduced View of the Condensed Art for
Two-legged, Four-legged
and Legless Being
12 - 14 Jul 2010
Kunstakademie Dusseldorf, Düsseldorf

The Other Open Day- See you, Africa:
Performance of farewell
4 - 17 Oct 2010
Triangle Artists Workshop, CCA Lagos, Lagos

Out of Void
29 Sep - 16 Oct 2011
The Arctic Circle Residency, Svalbard
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2. Two Story Tower (2014): Exhibition Press Release,
excerpt
Title: The 2nd CAFAM Biennale The Invisible Hand: Curating as Gesture
Date: 28 February - 20 April 2014
Venue: CAFA Art Museum, Beijing, China
Art Director-General: Pan Gongkai, Xu Bing
Art Director: Wang Hu] angsheng
Academic Supporter: Yi Ying
Coordinator: Wang Chunchen
Curators: Kit Hammonds, HU Danjie, Angela Jerardi, Ma NAN, Veronica Valentini, Xiaoyu
WENG
Curatorial Adviser: Yves Aupetitallot, Ann Demeester, GAO Shiming, HOU Hanru, Leigh
Markopoulos, Victoria Walsh , YU Ding
Experimenting with the possibilities of curatorial education and its potential to impact
cultural development, CAFA Art Museum has invited six leading curatorial programs from
the U.S.A., Europe, and China to join in the organization of the Biennale. Representing
California College of the Arts, San Francisco; China Central Academy of Fine Art, Beijing;
China Academy of Art, Hangzhou; de Appel arts centre, Amsterdam; École du Magasin,
Grenoble, and the Royal College of Art, London, faculty members and alumni have
collaborated on the overall conception and execution of this unique project as well as worked
independently to present six distinct but related exhibitions that feature artworks from 70
artists and groups.
- Press Release, The 2nd CAFAM Biennale167

3. Mooning Monday (2015): Exhibition Press Release,
excerpt
Title: KCCUK Open Call: Mooning Monday
Date: 23 April - 23 May, 2015
Venue: Korean Cultural Centre UK, London
Yva Jung is the winner of the KCCUK ‘2015 Spring Open Call’ selected by Jonathan
Watkins (Director of Ikon gallery), Fatos Ustek (Fig-2 Curator) and Do ho Suh (Artist). As the
winner of the KCCUK ‘2015 Spring Open Call’, Jung will present her first solo show
Mooning Monday (23 April - 23 May, 2015).
-

Press Release, exhibition catalogue Mooning Monday 168

167 CAFA Art Museum, ‘The 2nd CAFAM Biennale’
<http://museum.cafa.com.cn/en/Exhibitions/the%202ndcafam%20biennale/Text> [accessed
3 March 2014].
168 Jung, Yva and others, Mooning Monday, Exhibition Catalogue (London: Korean Cultural
Centre UK, 2015).
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